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I Ayre (chief executive officer)   
M Gordon, M Egan, K Dalglish

HONOURS 
League Champions 

1900/01, 1905/06, 1921/22,  1922/23, 1946/47, 
1963/64,  1965/66, 1972/73, 1975/76,  1976/77, 
1978/79, 1979/80,  1981/82, 1982/83, 1983/84,  

1985/86, 1987/88, 1989/90 

European Cup Winners  
1976/77, 1977/78, 1980/81,  

1983/84, 2004/05 

European Super Cup Winners 
1977/78, 2001/02, 2005/06  

UEFA Cup Winners 
1972/73, 1975/76, 2000/01  

FA Cup Winners 
1964/65, 1973/74, 1985/86, 1988/89, 

1991/92, 2000/01, 2005/06  

League Cup Winners 
1980/81, 1981/82, 1982/83, 1983/84, 1994/95, 

2000/01, 2002/03, 2011/12  

Community Shield Winners   
1964*, 1965*, 1966, 1974, 1976, 1977*,  1979, 1980, 

1982, 1986*, 1988, 1989,  1990*, 2001, 2006
 *Shield was shared with opposing team

THE MASCOTS FOR TODAY’S MATCH

| WELCOME |

LIVERPOOL FC v MANCHESTER UNITED FC
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W elcome back to Anfield for this 
evening’s Premier League match 
against Manchester United.

I have a confession that will surprise 
absolutely no one: international breaks 
are not a pleasant time for club managers. 
I’m sure Jose and my other colleagues in 
the league will agree.

Of course, I fully support international 
football and if you speak to any player 
who has worked with me they will tell 
you I am always fully supportive of their 
ambitions and desires to go and represent 
their nations. As a player I was never 
good enough to ever be considered to 
play for my country, nowhere near good 
enough in fact. But if that call had ever 
come, I know I would have been proud 
and excited. For that reason I am always 
pleased for my players that they’re 
selected. For a start that selection usually 
means they are doing well for their club, 
so that’s a positive.

But it will surprise no one where, as a 
club manager, your priorities lie – your 
club!

We were in a good way going into the 
Swansea game, but unfortunately during 
that match we sustained a few issues. 
Adam Lallana, Nathaniel Clyne and Dejan 
Lovren all picked up problems. At the time 
of writing these notes I have no idea if 
any of them will be available for selection 
today. Those problems meant they had 
to stay with us during the break and not 
report for international duty.

You will no doubt have read by now that 
Gini Wijnaldum got hurt while playing for 
Holland. Again, at the time of writing, I do 
not have the information as to whether 
he will be available or not for the game 
against Manchester United.

So I spent most of the last two weeks 
watching matches from behind my 
sofa and nervously looking at my 
mobile phone, waiting for the players to 

message. It is one of my rules with the 
players: they must report back directly 
after they’ve played international 
matches. A simple ‘thumbs-up emoji’ is 
usually the message I am waiting for! 

Okay, that is a joke. Clearly I want a little 
more information than this, as does our 
medical team. It is a strange feeling really. 
Of course there is a selfish element to it 
but also quite a parental feel. You want 
them to do well, you want them to enjoy 
it, but you want them home safe-and-
sound when they are done.

These feelings though are pretty much 
restricted to me as the manager and the 
coaching staff (and the supporters I’m 
sure). It doesn’t affect the players and 
nor should it. I tell them very firmly: when 
you are with Liverpool you think only of 
Liverpool; when with your country you 
think only of your country. This has to be 
the attitude. So I am always okay with the 
fact their focus is totally on their national 

“RIVALRY WITH 
RESPECT IS 

SOMETHING 
I BELIEVE IN”

|  J Ü R G E N  K L O P P  |

|  T
HE M A N AG ER’S NOTES |
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team for this period and their attitude  
in those matches are full-on attack-the-
game-and-the-moment. It has to be  
like this.

Speaking of international football 
I would like to congratulate Jordan 
Henderson on captaining his country  
for the first time. I don’t want to embarrass 
Hendo by going overboard in my praise  
for him as a person or a player, but he is  
a really good guy, a top, top player and  
a brilliant leader. We were all very pleased 
for him back home.

Turning specially to tonight’s match I 
welcome Jose Mourinho, his team, staff, 
officials and supporters of Manchester 
United to Anfield. There isn’t much I can 
say about Jose that I haven’t said before, 
but of course I will try. He is world-class, 
he is a winner and he is someone who 

relishes big moments and big occasions. 
I know he will be looking forward to facing 
us here tonight as manager of United.  
He also leads a team filled with world-
class players; they have recruited really 
well to a team and squad that was  
already packed with quality.

We have respect for our opponent, 
as we respect every opponent we face. 
I know there is great rivalry between 
our two clubs, but rivalry with respect 
is something that I believe in. In our 
hearts we will be giving our all and giving 
everything to win. So will Manchester 
United. I think by having great passion 
but respecting what our opponent also 
stands for, we can go into this match 
looking to produce something that is 
wonderful. This is my hope.

I do not need to tell the Liverpool 

supporters their responsibilities this 
evening – they too understand why 
this fixture is one that around the 
world people will wake up at all hours 
to watch. Liverpool supporters know 
the atmosphere that we want them to 
create. Liverpool supporters know that 
this evening, by backing their team and 
making noise for their team, they can 
be the difference and a really positive 
difference.

I cannot promise what the result will be, 
or even promise a performance level – in 
sport and particularly in football this is not 
possible for every game. But I can promise 
we recognise that tonight is special to 
our supporters and we will be doing 
everything we can to make them proud.

You’ll Never Walk Alone
Jürgen

The two sets of players 
shaking hands at  
Anfield last season
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P laying under the lights. It’s a phrase 
I heard a lot about football while 
growing up and I still hear today, 

the difference that it makes to a match 
and an atmosphere.

I’ve been fortunate enough to witness 
and play in some incredible atmospheres 
that were afternoon kick-offs or even 
earlier, so I don’t think great atmospheres 
are exclusive to games in the evening 
when the floodlights are on. But I have 
to admit I’m a sucker for that ‘under the 
lights’ shout and love a night-time game 
at Anfield. 

Sometimes in life things don’t live up to 
their hype; this happens a lot in football. 
But Anfield, with the floodlights on and 
packed-out, well lives up to expectations.

One of my earliest Anfield appearances 
for Liverpool was technically an evening 
game, but I’d be pushed to claim it was 
under the lights. A bit like the Leicester 
match this season, it was a 5.30pm 
kick-off early in the season, against 
Bolton Wanderers. Because of the time 
of year we got a bit of twilight but not 
the full experience of the night sky and 
floodlights on. For that, I had to wait until 
late December in my first season here. 
It was the last game of 2011 and it sticks 
out in the memory for a few reasons. 

We won the game 3-1, it was against 
Newcastle United (which was, and always 
will be, fantastic as a Sunderland boy) 
and to top it off, Steven Gerrard was on 
his way back from injury and scored a 
brilliant goal after coming on as a sub. 

Coming away from the game, I 
remember thinking: ‘yeah, I’m having this.’ 
Of course Stevie’s return and his goal 
made the atmosphere even better, but 
it was hard not to think the stadium had 
that extra bit of magic because of the 
night-time setting.

Not long after came another game that 
stands out. We played Manchester City 
at home in the League Cup semi-final 
during the season they went on to win 
the Premier League for the first time. 
We took a 1-0 lead from the first leg in 
Manchester and drew 2-2 at Anfield in 
a great game, to reach Wembley and 
eventually win the cup under Kenny 
Dalglish. The supporters that night did as 
much as any player to get us through. 
I don’t think I’ll ever forget how good that 
felt and how incredible the noise was.

Those were some of the early memories 
and I’ve been lucky enough to experience 
quite a few other nights here under the 
floodlights. Stevie’s hat-trick against 
Everton [March 2012]; the game against 

Zenit St Petersburg in Brendan’s first 
season [February 2013] even though 
we won the game but lost the tie – the 
crowd were unbelievable that night – and 
of course some amazing memories from 
last season as well. 

During 2015/16 I got the supporters’ 
perspective for some of those big 
moments. I remember from the European 
nights in particular feeling like the stadium 
was moving with the noise and getting 
caught up in it all watching from the stand. 
Nothing beats playing in it – in all honesty 
nothing comes close to playing – but it 
was great to be part of those moments.

Tonight is the first time since the new 
Main Stand has been completed that the 
floodlights will be on for a night-time kick-
off. At the time of writing these notes 
I have no idea if I’ll be selected to start 
the game or even be in the squad, such 
is the competition for places at the 
moment. But I know that for our new 
lads, experiencing this stadium under 
the lights for the first time in a Liverpool 
shirt will feel very, very special. 

None of these boys need ‘preparing’ 
for it, though. To be honest, from my own 
experience there isn’t anything that 
prepares you for Anfield on a big night. 
But the lads who joined us this summer 

“IT’S ANFIELD AND A 
NIGHT GAME – WE 
HAVE TO PERFORM 

AND MAKE IT HAPPEN”

|  J O R D A N  H E N D E R S O N |

|  T
HE S K I P PER’S NOTES |
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Anfield under the lights  
is just something else

have already shown they know exactly 
what it’s all about being at this club, what 
it means and what’s expected of you.

There is a ‘kicker’ to all this, though, a 
reality-check if you like: the atmosphere 
inspires the opponent as well, and 
therefore the onus is on whichever 18 of 
us are lucky enough to be selected on 
the team-sheet to ensure it’s a night to 
remember for all the right reasons.

Last week I was away with Wayne 
Rooney, Chris Smalling, Jesse Lingard 
and Marcus Rashford on international 
duty. Having got to know these lads both 
personally and professionally they are 
top people as well as top-drawer players. 
That applies to a few other members of 
their squad, from time spent playing for 
England at senior and other age-group 

levels. That said, when we cross the white 
line they’re opponents: they’d say the 
same about me and our other England 
lads. Friendships are left in the dressing-
room when you come up against your 
international team-mates in club matches 
– that applies to every club side.

They’ll be relishing the chance to take 
us on here, I know that much. Their squad 
is packed with top players, who have 
done it time and again on the biggest 
stage. United are an opponent we have 
the utmost respect for, and we all know 
they have big expectations themselves 
on nights like this.

So we, as a team and squad, are under 
no illusions about what we have to do.  
We know that each and every one of us 
have to do our jobs; we have to be on it 

from the first whistle until the last. If  
we’re not on it, we won’t get the result  
we want. It’s that simple when you’re 
playing against a team like United, with 
players of their quality and experience.

It didn’t take me long after signing for 
Liverpool to learn that the big Anfield 
nights are remembered when the 
team performs at the same level as the 
supporters, not the other way around. 
It doesn’t happen automatically and 
none of us in this squad are under the 
impression it happens because it’s Anfield 
and it’s a night game. We have to perform 
and we have to make it happen.

Hopefully after the final whistle tonight, 
we can look at ourselves in the dressing-
room and say we’ve done the occasion, 
ourselves and the supporters proud.
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Mmmmmain Stand
Checked out the Main Stand cake yet? It’s 
been made by award-winning cake artist 
Ben Cullen, who also made a Jürgen Klopp 
cake last June, and there’s a time-lapse 
video of its creation on LFCTV. Ben told 
the channel’s Thursday Night Show: “A 
few people mentioned this as a challenge. 

I did the Klopp cake for his birthday and 
people were saying ‘You should make the 
stadium’. The Main Stand was something 
I wanted to challenge myself with. Melted 
marshmallows and Rice Krispies give it 
a sturdy base, then it was just hours and 
hours of trying to match it up to photos.”

Why Iniesta is Kev’s hero
Issue 51 of Liverpool FC’s official monthly 
magazine has Kevin Stewart talking about 
one of his midfield heroes: “When you 
consider all the aspects of the midfielder’s 
role and then you watch people like 
Andres Iniesta, who does it all so easily, 
it makes you appreciate just how good he 
is and makes you want to be like that.” 
And closer to home: “I look at senior pros 
and midfielders such as Hendo, Milly and 
Lucas and see what they do in training 
and in the games. That’s who I’ve got to 
compete against and be like if I want to be 

at this level.” There’s also Lucas learning 
that he’s one of an exclusive XI to clock up 
over 3,000 Premier League appearances 
for Liverpool FC, and his verdict on his 
ten ‘all-time’ team-mates.

The highest honour
The City of Liverpool bestowed its highest 
honour on the 96 and Hillsborough 
campaigners. The people who lost their 
lives at the tragedy in 1989 have been 
awarded the Freedom of the City of 
Liverpool. St George’s Hall was the venue 
for the presentation, with campaigners 
Professor Phil Scraton and Kenny and 
Marina Dalglish also recognised.

Jürgen-a like this
How about an LFC Klopp Bobblehead 
for an ideal early Christmas present? 
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This fab toy is over 8in tall and 
available in all official club stores 
and online at store.liverpoolfc.com. 
You can also follow @LFCRetail 
on Twitter and Instagram.

Behind the scenes
Visitors can now explore some of 
the new areas of the expanded 
Main Stand on the Preview Stadium 
Tour. It’s already proved a big hit with 
fans, who find out how the club has 
put its history, heritage and indeed 
supporters at the heart of this 
momentous project. You’ll also 

get to experience some of the best 
views from the new Directors Box 

and sit for a selfie in Jürgen Klopp’s 
dugout seat. Included too is entry 
into The Liverpool FC Story and 
The Steven Gerrard Collection. 
Visit liverpoolfc.com/tours 

and make it happen.

Life after LFC
Starting tonight is a new series on 

LFCTV tracking down famous 
faces from the recent past. 

Entitled Added Time, it travels around 
Europe to reveal what became of ex-Reds 
– from Zagreb and Barcelona via Norway 
and back to Merseyside – and celebrates 
the enduring impact that playing for 
Liverpool FC has had. A new episode will be 
shown on LFCTV each Monday evening for 
five weeks from tonight, 17 October, with 
episodes simultaneously released via the 
official Liverpool website on LFCTV GO.

available in all official club stores 
and online at store.liverpoolfc.com. 

Visitors can now explore some of 

Main Stand on the Preview Stadium 
Tour. It’s already proved a big hit with 
fans, who find out how the club has 
put its history, heritage and indeed 

get to experience some of the best 
views from the new Directors Box 

and sit for a selfie in Jürgen Klopp’s 
dugout seat. Included too is entry 
into The Liverpool FC Story and 
The Steven Gerrard Collection. 
Visit liverpoolfc.com/tours 

and make it happen.

Life after Life after 
Starting tonight is a new series on 

LFCTV tracking down famous 
faces from the recent past. 

Awards, first-team feedback, new on LFCTV, Klopptastic toys and Anfield’s inside story
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| PL ANET FOOTBALL |

L iverpool’s Philippe Coutinho and 
Roberto Firmino were both on the 
scoresheet for Brazil during the 

recent international break, their goals 
coming in a 5-0 victory over Bolivia. 

Coutinho scored Brazil’s second against 
Bolivia just before the half-hour mark, 
while second-half substitute Firmino 
headed home the fifth 15 minutes before 
time. Five days later Coutinho was in the 
Brazil team that won 2-0 in Venezuela to 

xxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

leapfrog Uruguay at the top of the ten-
nation CONMEBOL qualifying table.

For England it was four points from a 
possible six. Daniel Sturridge scored in the 
2-0 win over Malta at Wembley (above) 
and said: “We were playing at home and 
it was [manager] Gareth Southgate’s first 
game, so we were looking forward to the 
performance that we were going to put in. 
I think we did well. For us, it’s important to 
just keep winning games – it’s not about 

how many goals you score. If we win 
4-0, 5-0 or 1-0, it’s the exact same result 
and that’s what matters most.” Daniel 
also appeared in the ensuing goalless 
draw in Slovenia, with Jordan Henderson 
skippering the Three Lions. 

Elsewhere from the UEFA confederation 
other members of Jürgen Klopp’s squad 
were on duty. In Group H Simon Mignolet 
and Divock Origi were in the Belgian squad 
that scored 10 goals without reply to 
earn 4-0 and 6-0 victories over Bosnia & 
Herzegovina (home) and Gibraltar (away)
respectively. It means Roberto Martinez’s 
men sit top with maximum points from 
three fixtures and no goals conceded. In 
fourth spot are Ragnar Klavan’s Estonia. 
With the Liverpool man as skipper they 
beat Gibraltar 4-0 but lost 2-0 to Greece.

Group A sees Georginio Wijnaldum’s 
Holland sit third behind Sweden and 
France. A 4-1 home victory over Belarus 
was followed by a 1-0 defeat by France 
three days later, a game which saw Gini 
limp out of the action during the second 
half at the Amsterdam Arena.

In the CAF (African) qualifiers Sadio 
Mane was Liverpool’s sole representative: 
he helped Senegal to a 2-0 win over Cape 
Verde by creating the opener for Lazio 
striker Balde Diao Keita in Dakar. After the 
first round of games the Senegalese top 
Group D, with South Africa and Burkina 
Faso drawing in the other game.

FIFA PITCH
Who what where when how: rounding up the  
Reds in recent 2018 World Cup qualifying action

Philippe fired  
home for Brazil
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LIVERPOOL
V MANCHESTER UNITED

| HEAD TO HEAD |

Liverpool 
Goal times v Manchester 
United during the Premier 

League era (55 goals)

George 
Wall 9

Stan 
Pearson 8

George 
Best 7

Jimmy 
Turnbull 7

year since Jürgen Klopp 
first managed the 
Reds – a 0-0 draw 

at Tottenham

1

Liverpool substitutes have 
scored goals v United. Only 

against Fulham (11) have 
subs netted more

10

league games the Reds 
have scored in at Anfield 
since United kept a clean 

sheet here in Jan

12

wins at Anfield during 
the Premier League era 
– more than any other 

visiting team

12

percentage of all-time 
MUFC-LFC games that 

United legend Ryan 
Giggs has played in

24.5

Wayne Rooney’s last 
goal v LFC here prior 
to his 78th-minute 
winner last term

2005

Steven 
Gerrard 9

Dick 
Forshaw 7

Gordon 
Hodgson 7

Jack 
Parkinson 6

Most goals in LFC v 
Manchester United 

fixtures

Manchester United
All-time league results at 
Anfield v LFC for Newton 

Heath/Man Utd (83 games)

1987Top versus second sees Liverpool hammer 
Queens Park Rangers 4-0 atAnfield as 

the prolific John Aldridge scores in a record 
10th successive league game.

ON THIS DAY

Bryan 
Robson 6

Harry 
Chambers 7

0-30 mins 
11

31-60 mins 
21

60-90 mins 
23

Last Premier League clash at Anfield
Liverpool 0 Man United 1 (17 Jan 2016)

Shots LFC 19

Possession LFC 53% MUFC 47%

MUFC 7

Corners LFC 5  MUFC 4

Drawn
19

Won
25

Lost
39



Catching up with Ragnar Klavan, a seasoned professional who knows the score

| INTERVIEW |

he was growing up in Viljandi, population 17,000, a town in the 
centre of Estonia. A historic place, it is more associated with 
artists and musicians than footballers. Yet Klavan had his dad 

Dzintar, an Estonian international, to look up to.
His idol, though, was goalkeeper Mart Poom, who played in 

England for Portsmouth, Derby County, Sunderland, Arsenal 
and Watford before retiring in June 2009 and later becoming 

manager of Estonia’s national side.
“He was my hero,” Klavan says of the keeper who 
once headed a last-minute equaliser for Sunderland 

against Derby County. “As an Estonian there 
was only really one guy from my country who 
reached such a level and got to the Premier 
League. Because of him I saw it was possible 

to be from a small country and make it to the 
big games. So he was a real influence on my life 

and career.”
Obviously it’s not just Klavan who holds Poom in 

such high regard. The whole of Estonia shares the 
same warmth for the former goalkeeper. “Back home 
he is an icon. When he was playing here it wasn’t so 
easy to see live football in my country. There were no 
games on the internet then. Instead, one of the TV 
channels showed a game maybe every three or 
four weeks. We felt we were quite lucky to see the 
matches so it was a big thing for us at the time. 

“What Poom represents to me is hard work and 

“WE ARE 
BUILDING 

SOMETHING 
HERE”

I t was my first year abroad. There was no Skype then so I 
used to spend half of my salary on my mobile-phone bills!” 
Ragnar Klavan recalls with a chuckle. The Estonian 

centre-half is reminiscing about time spent on loan at 
Valerenga in Norway, from Estonian club Flora, during the 
2004/05 season. 

“I was 18 or 19 and I think I only played about two or 
three games with the first team. Guys with Premier 
League experience such as Ronny Johnsen and 
Steffen Iversen were there, so it was really cool 
to work with them. It was a good place for me. I 
did a lot of growing-up there and I needed to. 
When you get into that kind of situation you 
have to mature as quickly as possible. It was 
deep water and I swam through it.”

Such experience, following his formative years 
at Estonian clubs Elva, Viljandi and Flora, and 
preceding more recent spells with AZ Alkmaar then 
FC Augsburg, have helped the 30-year-old develop 
into a leader. Ex-Reds midfielder Dietmar Hamann 
has said as much: “He was a valuable player for 
Augsburg. Speaking to people in the Bundesliga 
now they all agree Klavan has been a big loss. 
Klopp wanted more leaders and Klavan is one 
of those now.”

The fact that Ragnar is seen in such a light 
would’ve seemed impossible in the 1990s when 
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League. Because of him I saw it was possible 

to be from a small country and make it to the 
big games. So he was a real influence on my life 

and career.”
Obviously it’s not just Klavan who holds Poom in 

such high regard. The whole of Estonia shares the 
same warmth for the former goalkeeper. “Back home 
he is an icon. When he was playing here it wasn’t so 
easy to see live football in my country. There were no 
games on the internet then. Instead, one of the TV 
channels showed a game maybe every three or 
four weeks. We felt we were quite lucky to see the 
matches so it was a big thing for us at the time. 

“What Poom represents to me is hard work and 

used to spend half of my salary on my mobile-phone bills!” 
Ragnar Klavan recalls with a chuckle. The Estonian 

centre-half is reminiscing about time spent on loan at 
Valerenga in Norway, from Estonian club Flora, during the 

“I was 18 or 19 and I think I only played about two or 
three games with the first team. Guys with Premier 
League experience such as Ronny Johnsen and 
Steffen Iversen were there, so it was really cool 
to work with them. It was a good place for me. I 

Such experience, following his formative years 
at Estonian clubs Elva, Viljandi and Flora, and 
preceding more recent spells with AZ Alkmaar then 
FC Augsburg, have helped the 30-year-old develop 
into a leader. Ex-Reds midfielder Dietmar Hamann 
has said as much: “He was a valuable player for 
Augsburg. Speaking to people in the Bundesliga 
now they all agree Klavan has been a big loss. 
Klopp wanted more leaders and Klavan is one 

would’ve seemed impossible in the 1990s when 

16
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“WE ARE 
BUILDING 

SOMETHING 
HERE”
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“OF COURSE EVERY PLAYER WANTS TO PLAY 
AND IT’S EXACTLY THE SAME FOR ME, BUT  
THE MOST IMPORTANT THING IS THE TEAM  
– WE ARE DOING THIS TOGETHER”

how it can pay off. He’s a strong person with a strong personality, 
who always gives his best. And he’s a good character too.”

The goalkeeper and the centre-back would eventually become 
colleagues in the Estonian national side. That gave Ragnar the 
chance to quiz his older team-mate about what it was like to work 
in England. “He was towards the end of his career and I was at  
the start of mine then. To play with him was special. For a long 
time it was my dream to play in the Premier League and I’d always 
ask him about it.”

Now it is Klavan who is the hero to his compatriots and it’s a 
responsibility he embraces. “I hope to be a good influence for 
young players back in Estonia, somebody they can look up to.  
I want them to see me being here at Liverpool as a motivation  
for them, just as Poom was a motivation for me. Because of  
him I dreamt of the Premier League. Hopefully more Estonian 
players can think like that now and we can help to raise the 
standards in our football. 

“More and more young people play football there than 
ever before. It’s getting slowly better and the [footballing] 
infrastructure is improving. It will take some time, though. It’s not 
like it’s going to happen overnight. But everything is possible.”

Klavan, who has over a century of international caps, is not 
just a man of words. “During the summer I try to help out with 

developing young Estonian players and training them. Hopefully 
that can make a difference.” Undoubtedly some of the kids  
he’s worked with – and their parents, relatives and friends  
– would have been avid spectators on the opening weekend 
of this season, just as Klavan and his friends came together to 
watch Poom play on TV in the past. They weren’t disappointed  
by what they witnessed: the defender debuting in a breathless 
4-3 victory at Arsenal.

“To play my first game for this club was always going to be 
special. For it to be such an entertaining match and for us to  
get the points in London made it even better. It was hectic football. 
Of course it wasn’t the clean-sheet you are always looking  
for as a defender, but not many sides will go there and stop 
Arsenal scoring.”

Since then Klavan has gone on to feature against Burnley, 
Derby County in the League Cup where he scored the opening 
goal in a 3-0 win, and Hull City. The second of those games  
saw the Reds register a shut-out but Klavan insists doing so  
isn’t his main priority. “Of course as a centre-half you want to 
avoid conceding. But the way we are going at the moment I  
don’t see it as a big problem.

“I think some of the reasons why we might concede the odd 
goal could be down to our style of play. It’s high-pressure and 

| INTERVIEW |

Eyes on the ball  
at Melwood
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helps us to win games as we’ve shown already. Maybe that might 
make us vulnerable now and again if teams counter.

“Against Hull in our last home game it wasn’t a nice feeling 
when they scored. Everything was under control, we were 3-0 
up and then they scored from one corner. But it’s football and 
it’s not like we are playing against teams from the fifth division. 
Everybody in the Premier League is so skilful and has good 
players who can produce goals.

“We want to get better in every aspect of our game, to be a real 
unit. One of those aspects is defending and another is attacking; 
we are working on everything all of the time. That is how we can 
improve. I thought against Hull, even before they had a man sent 
off, that we were doing everything as a unit and that is our aim in 
every game. We are building something here.”

Right now, with Joel Matip starting the last seven Liverpool 
games, it would appear that Klavan is competing with Dejan 
Lovren for the ‘other’ central-defensive berth. “For me it’s always 
been most important to help the team in whichever way I’m 
needed,” he continues. “Of course every player wants to play  
and it’s the same for me, but the most important thing is the  
team. We are doing this together and the season is long so we 
need everyone.”

Today could be Klavan’s second LFC appearance as a home 
player (of course he featured here for Augsburg in the Europa 
League last 32 back in February) and he’s still thrilled by the 
thought of his Anfield debut last month. 

“I was on the bench against Leicester and even that gave me 
goosebumps. So to start against Hull was even better. It’s hard to 
describe the feeling of running out onto the pitch. All I can say is  
to be part of this team and play for those fans is remarkable.”

| INTERVIEW |

LIVERPOOL’S FIRST…

Celebrating his goal in 
the cup win at Derby
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ARGENTINE: 
MAURICIO 
PELLEGRINO  
A winner of 
three La Liga 

titles, the centre-back joined 
in January 2005; made 13 
apps and later rejoined as 
part of Rafael Benitez’s 
coaching staff. 

CZECH:  
PATRIK BERGER  
Euro 96 
performances 
earned a move 

to LFC; two debut goals at 
Leicester were the first of 
many spectacular strikes, 
with Foxes keeper Kasey 
Keller declaring: “I’ve never 
seen a ball move so fast.”

 
GERMAN: 
KARLHEINZ 
RIEDLE
Arrived after 
scoring twice 

for Bourssia Dortmund 
against Juventus in the 1997 
Champions League final; 
netted 15 times in 76 apps 
for LFC, often partnering 
Michael Owen upfront.

ISRAELI:  
AVI COHEN
Signed from 
Maccabi 
Tel Aviv in 

1979 – the first foreigner to 
represent LFC since South 
African Doug Rudham 24 
years earlier; scored for both 
sides in the title-clincher v 
Aston Villa in May 1980. 

SPANIARD: 
JOSEMI 
Cost £2 million 
from Malaga 
in the summer 

of 2004; the right-back 
couldn’t cement a place 
ahead of Steve Finnan and 
returned to Spain 18 months 
later, but not before winning 
a Champions League medal.

BRAZILIAN: 
FABIO AURELIO  
Nicknamed 
‘4 out of 5’ 
because of 

his dead-ball ability, the 
left-back’s time was injury-
disrupted; lived up to his 
billing with great free-kicks 
at Man United and Chelsea. 

DANE:  
JAN MOLBY 
A cult hero 
among Kopites. 
His lengthy 

Anfield career may have 
been interrupted by injury 
but with his adopted Scouse 
accent the fans loved him. 
Signed from Ajax during  
the summer of 1984.

HUNGARIAN: 
ISTVAN KOZMA 
A Graeme 
Souness 
signing from 

Dunfermline for £300,000 
in 1992, the midfielder made 
10 appearances before 
returning to his homeland 
the following year to play 
for Ujpest FC of Budapest.

POLE:  
JERZY DUDEK 
Almost joined 
Arsenal before 
signing for 

Gerard Houllier’s Liverpool  
in 2001; his reactionary 
save from Milan’s Andriy 
Shevchenko in Istanbul still 
defies belief. Now racing 
cars back in Poland!

UKRAINIAN: 
ANDRIY 
VORONIN 
A free transfer 
from Bayer 

Leverkusen in 2007; scored 
on his first start for the 
Reds, against Toulouse in a 
Champions League qualifier, 
but struggled to secure  
a place thereafter.
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Part of what makes the Premier 
League such a spectacle at the 
moment is the amount of managers 

who are big personalities. Pep Guardiola, 
Antonio Conte, Jose Mourinho and Jürgen 
Klopp have all been appointed in the 
last year and their arrival has added 
real spice to the division.

It’s going to be intriguing to see how 
they fare against each other, with tonight 
one of those key battles. I’m obviously 
biased, but for me Liverpool versus 
Manchester United is still the biggest 
game in English football because of 
the success both clubs have enjoyed 
over the years. 

We go into tonight three points ahead 
of United and in really good form. I think 
one of our most impressive performers 
during that sequence has been Jordan 
Henderson. Season 2015/16 was almost 
a write-off for him because of injuries. 
Even when he did get a run of games it’s 
clear he was playing with pain. 

Now, with a good pre-season behind 
him, he’s flying again. What I’ve liked 
about him since he first arrived here is 
the way he’s always tried to improve and 
take on more responsibility. Right now 
he’s playing with a lot of confidence and 
is clearly benefiting from the belief the 

manger has shown in him. The rewards 
have been some excellent displays, a 
great goal at Chelsea and the recent 
honour of captaining his country. 

In a disciplined role for Liverpool he’s 
helped the team to control midfield while 
at the same time trying to pass the ball 
forward. With so many others around him 
intent on attacking, having somebody 
more disciplined is vital.

Our style of play has been hugely 
pleasing. The team’s intention is to go 
forward at every opportunity and it 
makes for great entertainment for the 
fans. It’s not just those in the striking 
or midfield roles that are involved – the 
full-backs are also a real outlet. It’s a trait 
of the modern game now that full-backs 
are more like wingers. You see it with a 
lot of teams. The only drawback might 
be if it leads to conceding the odd goal, 
but football is all about playing to your 
strengths and Liverpool’s is attacking.

At the other end of the field there is still 
plenty of discussion among supporters 
regarding the choice of goalkeeper. I 
mentioned in the previous column that it’s 
not an easy call. Loris Karius has started 
the last three games in all competitions 
and hasn’t done a lot wrong. At the same 
time he hasn’t been overworked. What 

you can see is that he clearly feels very 
comfortable with the ball at his feet and 
is more than willing to get involved with 
keeping possession. It’s something 
Manuel Neuer does very well for Bayern 
Munich and Germany, and we’ve also 
seen Guardiola try to encourage similar at 
Man City this season. 

As a centre-back I always found it took 
time to build up a relationship with a new 
keeper. You have to work together for a 
while, both in training and games to learn 
each other’s style. It’s all about certainty: 
you need to know that he will come for 
every ball, or that he won’t come for any. 
It’s when you’re not sure what he’s going 
to do that uncertainty sets in and that can 
lead to mistakes. During the international 
break Klopp’s squad will undoubtedly 
have been working on all that.

Behind the scenes the coaching staff 
will also have been analysing where 
they might be able to win some of the 
key individual battles against Mourinho’s 
team. That’s obviously important. 
However, Liverpool’s performances 
this season have been a real collective 
effort. If they can play with the same 
high-tempo pressing once again then 
it will be interesting to see how the 
away side cope.

“FOR ME THIS IS 
STILL THE BIGGEST 
GAME IN ENGLISH 

FOOTBALL”

|  G A R Y  G I L L E S P I E  |

| O
N T H E B A L L W I TH |
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| TODAY’S V IS ITORS |

Manchester United FC
Founded: 1878 (as Newton Heath LYR) Stadium: Old Trafford Capacity: 75,643 Nicknames: The Red Devils Major honours: Division One/Premier League 

champions: 1907/08, 1910/11, 1951/52, 1955/56, 1956/57, 1964/65, 1966/67, 1992/93, 1993/94, 1995/96, 1996/97, 1998/99, 1999/00, 2000/01, 2002/03, 2006/07, 
2007/08, 2008/09, 2010/11, 2012/13; FA Cup winners: 1909, 1948, 1963, 1977, 1983, 1985, 1990, 1994, 1996, 1999, 2004; League Cup winners: 1992, 2006, 2009, 

2010; European Cup winners: 1968, 1999, 2008; European Cup Winners’ Cup winners: 1991; European Super Cup winners: 1991; Intercontinental Cup winers: 1999, 
FIFA Club World Cup winners: 2008. Last season: fifth in Premier League; FA Cup winners; League Cup fourth round; UEFA Europa League round of 16.

Last time in the Premier League: United 
had a frustrating afternoon as they 
were held at home by Stoke City despite 
dominating possession and having 
numerous attempts at goal. Sub Anthony 
Martial eventually found a way past 
inspired Potters keeper Lee Grant but 
ex-LFC midfielder Joe Allen popped up 
with an 82nd minute equaliser. A late 
siege on the Stoke goal saw Paul Pogba’s 
header hit the crossbar but it finished 1-1.

Tough decisions: Jose Mourinho has had 
to make some big calls in recent weeks in 
an attempt to find the right balance to his 
side. England and United captain Wayne 
Rooney has found himself on the bench, 
as has ex-Everton midfielder Marouane 
Fellaini and attacker Anthony Martial.

Summer signings: Soon after taking 
the helm at Old Trafford,  Mourinho 
announced that he wanted four summer 
signings and duly got them. A club-record 
£89 million was paid to re-sign Paul Pogba 
from Juventus, while the spine of the 
team was further strengthened by the 
additions of Villarreal centre-half Eric Bailly 
and striker Zlatan Ibrahimovic from Paris 
St Germain. Attacking midfielder Henrikh 
Mkhitaryan completed the recruitment 
drive, arriving from Borussia Dortmund.

Jose Mourinho replaced Louis van 
Gaal as United manager in May. 
Described by executive vice-
chairman Ed Woodward as “the 
best manager in the game today”, 
Mourinho said there was “a mystique 
and a romance about United which 
no other club can match.” He has won 
three PL titles with Chelsea, led Real 
Madrid to the Spanish crown in 2012, 
and also guided Porto and Inter Milan 
to Champions League triumphs in 
2004 and 2010 respectively.

STORIED BOSS WANTS MOUR SUCCESS
“I WANT TO FOCUS ON 
THE HISTORY OF THIS 
GIANT CLUB AND GIVE 
WHAT I HAVE. I WILL GIVE 
EVERYTHING TO GO IN THE 
DIRECTION WE ALL WANT. 
THE MOST IMPORTANT 
THING IS THE PLAYERS 
AND MY RELATIONSHIP 
WITH THEM.”
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1 David De Gea
GOALKEEPER

3 Eric Bailly
DEFENDER

The Spaniard is widely considered one 
of the best keepers in the business and 
made some outstanding saves in the 
Europa League clash here in March.

Came through the ranks at Atletico Madrid 
before joining United in June 2011 for a 
British-record fee for a keeper (£17.8m).

The 25-year-old has been his usual 
commanding self, though has not kept 
a clean sheet since August.

Has already made 15 appearances versus 
LFC, including a couple for Atletico Madrid. 
He’s been on the winning side eight times.

Almost five million followers of his 
Instagram account d_degeaofficial.

Provides power and pace to United’s 
backline. The 22-year-old has quickly 
established himself as a regular selection 
since his arrival in June.

The Ivorian joined Espanyol’s youth set-up 
aged 17 and played a handful of senior 
games before joining Villarreal in Jan 2015.

Has made a solid start to his United career 
and seems set to become a regular  
alongside Chris Smalling.

Played the first 76 minutes of Villarreal’s 
1-0 win in last April’s Europa League semi-
final in Spain before picking up an injury.

The Ivorian has tweeted almost 80 times 
from his @ericbailly24 handle.

United have been operating with a 4-2-3-1 
system, utilising Zlatan Ibrahimovic as the 
attacking focal point. Eric Bailly and Chris 
Smalling seem set to be Mourinho’s preferred 
central defensive pairing, while Antonio 
Valencia and Daley Blind got the full-backs 
gig for the last game against Stoke. In front of 
them, Paul Pogba and Ander Herrera provided 
the midfield axis while further forward Jesse 
Lingard and Marcus Rashford offered an 
attacking threat from wide positions and Juan 
Mata occupied the playmaker’s role. With other 
attacking options such as Wayne Rooney, 
Henrikh Mkhitaryan and Anthony Martial also in 
the mix, United fans will be licking their lips at 
what could lie in store for their team this season.

TACTICS BOARD

MOST

THE
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What he does for 
Manchester United

His back story

Record against the Reds

Social media

Current form

HOW THEY LINED UP IN LAST PL GAME v STOKE CITY (HOME)

1

17

12

3

2
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8

6

21
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Squad for 2016/17
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6 Paul Pogba
MIDFIELDER

9 Zlatan Ibrahimovic 
FORWARD

Provides strength and physical presence 
alongside his abilities to shield the 
defence and supplement the attack, 
hence his big reputation at 23.

Joined United’s youth ranks in 2009 
before moving to Juventus in 2012, 
winning 4 Serie A titles and 2 Coppa Italias.

The all-action midfielder has slotted into 
the engine room, opening his goalscoring 
account v Leicester City last month. 

Sent-off in an FA Youth Cup tie here 
in 2011, collecting a second yellow for 
stopping mid-run in taking a penalty.

A whopping 9.4 million followers of 
his paulpogba Instagram account.

Scores goals. With four in seven PL 
games, he has made an immediate 
impact. Also adds a wealth of experience 
and a demonstrable threat in the air.

Has won league titles in Holland, Spain 
and France plus Serie A titles with three 
different clubs. He won 116 Sweden caps.

Taken to life at Old Trafford straightaway 
and was a standout performer v Stoke 
City a couple of weeks ago.

Played twice for Juventus in 2005 and 
twice for Inter in 2008, tasting defeat 
three times. Also played in a 0-0 draw.

@Ibra_official only follows 3 on Twitter: 
Man Utd, A-Z Sportswear and Volvo.

5 Marcos Rojo 
Defender (26) 
Argentinian.
Experienced tough-
tackling left-back now 
into his third season at 
Old Trafford.

4 Phil Jones 
Defender (24) English.
The England 
international had an 
injury-plagued 2015/16 
but offers options in 
defence and midfield.

8 Juan Mata 
Midfielder (28) Spanish.
Skilful ex-Chelsea 
playmaker who has 
scored three times 
against the Reds in a 
United shirt.

7 Memphis Depay 
Midfielder (22) Dutch.
Gifted winger who 
offered glimpses of his 
huge potential during 
his first season in 
England last term.

10 Wayne Rooney 
Mid/For (30) English.
The captain needs four 
more goals to pass 
Bobby Charlton’s tally 
of 249 as United’s all-
time record scorer. 

12 Chris Smalling 
Defender (26) English.
Powerful England 
centre-back aiming 
to become the regular 
partner of Eric Bailly 
in the heart defence.

11 Anthony Martial 
Forward (20) French.
Pacy attacker whose 
debut goal against 
the Reds won United’s 
Goal of the Season 
award last term.

14 Jesse Lingard 
Mid/For (23) English.
Wide-man who capped 
a breakthrough 
season last term 
with the winner in 
the FA Cup final.
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17 Daley Blind 
Def/Mid (26) Dutch.
Versatile Holland 
international who  
can operate at left-
back, centre-half or  
in a defensive  
midfield berth.

16 Michael Carrick 
Midfielder (35) English.
Vice-captain who 
likes to dictate play 
from teh middle of the 
pitch. He signed a new 
one-year contract 
in June.

19 Marcus Rashford 
Forward (18) English.
Pacy teenage prodigy 
who scored in his first 
games in the  Premier 
League, EFL Cup and 
Europa League plus 
England and Eng U21s.

18 Ashley Young 
Def/Mid (31) English.
Experienced winger 
whose 2015/16 
campaign was hit by 
injury. Known for the 
quality of his deliveries 
into the box.

20 Sergio Romero 
Goalkeeper (29) 
Argentinian.
Experienced ex-
Sampdoria keeper 
signed as a free agent 
in July 2015. Offers 
cover for David De Gea.

22 Henrikh 
Mkhitaryan Midfielder 
(27) Armenian.
Well known to Jürgen 
Klopp, the former 
Borussia Dortmund 
man offers a goal 
threat from midfield.

21 Ander Herrera 
Midfielder (27) Spanish.
A dynamic, energetic 
player whose 
impressive form won 
him a first senior  
call-up for Spain 
earlier this month.

23 Luke Shaw 
Defender (21) English.
Left-back who has 
returned to action 
after spending much 
of last term sidelined 
after suffering a 
serious leg break.

25 Antonio Valencia 
Def/Mid (31) 
Ecuadorian.
Winger often deployed 
in a right-back role, 
the former Wigan man 
is now into his eighth 
season at Old Trafford.

24 Timothy 
Fosu-Mensah 
Defender (18) Dutch.
A powerful performer 
whose pace and 
athleticism have 
marked him out as  
one for the future.

28 Morgan 
Schneiderlin 
Midfielder (26) French.
An assured performer, 
the ex-Southampton 
man is hoping for a 
strong second season 
with the Red Devils.

27 Marouane Fellaiani 
Midfielder (28) Belgian.
Tall midfielder who 
played an important 
role for United last 
season. Aiming to 
become a regular 
under Jose Mourinho.

31 Bastian 
Schweinsteiger 
Midfielder (32) 
German.
Seasoned campaigner 
who’s been on the 
fringes of the team  
so far this season.

36 Matteo Darmian 
Defender (26) Italian.
Full-back capable of 
playing on either flank, 
he has previously 
appeared in the 
colours of AC Milan, 
Palermo and Torino.

32 Sam Johnstone 
Goalkeeper (23) 
English.
Talented keeper who 
helped Preston into 
the Championship 
during an impressive 
loan-spell in 2014/15.

38 Axel Tuanzebe 
Defender (18) English.
Powerful and robust 
DR Congo-born  
centre-back who 
has been nurtured 
by United’s Academy 
since the age of eight.

NEW FOR 2016/17

United midfielder 
Ander Herrera 
cannot believe 
striker Zlatan 
Ibrahimovic (left) 
turned 35 earlier 
this month: “If 
you saw a game 
and didn’t know 
Zlatan’s age you 
could think he was 
only 28 or 29. He 
trains every day 
at his best, trying 
to get everyone at 
their highest level.”

AGE IS NO  
CONCERN
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1815

36

United boast 
the most goals 

in Premier 
League history. 

Liverpool are 
fourth on the  
list with 1541.

Zlatan 
Ibrahimovic has 

had the most 
shots of any 

Premier League 
player so far 
this season. 

Second in the 
standings 
is Philippe 

Coutinho (29).

Last time here

The rivals met in European 

competition for the first time 

in March with a goal in each half 

helping Liverpool build a 2-0 first-leg 

lead. Daniel Sturridge scored from 

the penalty spot before Roberto 

Firmino doubled the Reds’ 

advantage.

Leading goalscorer
2015/16 Anthony Martial 11
2014/15 Wayne Rooney 12
2013/14 Wayne Rooney 17
2012/13 Robin van Persie 26
2011/12 Wayne Rooney 27
Most appearances (PL)
2015/16 Juan Mata 38
2014/15 David De Gea 37
2013/14 David De Gea 37
2012/13 Robin van Persie 38
2011/12 Patrice Evra 37

LAST 5 SEASONS (PL)

48
Crosses 

supplied by 
Wayne Rooney 

in 2016/17 
Premier League 
action so far – a 
tally bettered 
only by Palace 

duo Andros 
Townsend (56) 

and Jason 
Puncheon (51).
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Last time there

The return leg of the Europa 

League round of 16 tie ended 1-1 

at Old Trafford in March. Anthony 

Martial’s first-half penalty gave United 

hope but Philippe Coutinho’s brilliant 

solo goal just before the break 

gave Liverpool a precious away 

goal and a 3-1 aggregate 

success.
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Killer Q: Which member of the current Liverpool FC first-team squad played against Manchester United 
as a 19-year-old in both legs of a UEFA Champions League semi-final in season 2010/11?

ANGEL DELIGHT
IN CROATIA
United youngster 
Angel Gomes had 
an international 
break to 
remember, 
captaining 
England U17s 
to success in 
the Croatia Cup. 
The young Lions 
rounded off their 
triumph with an 8-1 
defeat of Germany 
with Gomes, 
a United U18s 
midfielder, opening 
the scoring after 
four minutes.
Liverpool’s Rhian 
Brewster also 
scored twice in the 
emphatic victory.

2015/16: 5th
2014/15: 4th
2013/14: 7th
2012/13: 1st
2011/12: 2nd
2010/11: 1st
2009/10: 2nd
2008/09: 1st
2007/08: 1st
2006/07: 1st

10
LAST

FINISHES

Answer: Joel Matip. He started for Schalke in the first leg at the Veltins-Arena before coming on as a sub for Jefferson Farfan in the return fixture at Old Trafford.
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Glory days at Anfield, the move to Old Trafford, the return that never happened…days at Anfield, the move to Old Trafford, the return that never happened…
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“WHEN YOU ENTER FOOTBALL 
YOU’RE NAIVE AND IT MAKES YOU 
FEARLESS; AS YOU GET OLDER 
YOU THINK MORE, YOU WORRY”

| SPOTLIGHT |

MICHAEL OWEN
A candid interview with Michael Owen is one of the many 
highlights from Ring of Fire, the latest book by Simon Hughes. 
In it the former Liverpool, Manchester United and England 
striker looks back at his playing career, from the incorrigible 
fearlessness of his youth to the devastating cumulative impact 
of injuries, the sudden leaving of Liverpool for Real Madrid and 
shock move to United, and the constant craving to come home. 
The following is an abridged extract…

‘It is the end of autumn and Michael Owen pulls tightly on his 
Canada Goose puffa jacket as he prepares to be photographed 
in front of his stables on the English side of the border, where 
Cheshire blurs into Wales. He requires no direction thereafter, a 
smile emerging as the camera begins to click. At thirty-five, he 
still possesses the youthful appearance of the boy next door.

‘An interview like this probably would not have been possible 
in 2001, when Owen was crowned European footballer of the 
year, winning the Ballon d’Or because his twenty-four goals 
for Liverpool that season contributed significantly towards a 
cup treble under Gerard Houllier’s management. These were 
achievements that seemed to set him on a natural path towards 
legendary Anfield status. By then the 21-year-old was also one 
of England’s most important players, having already played and 
scored in a World Cup and a European Championship.

“I’d receive sackloads of fan mail every single morning,” Owen 
remembers of the period where his working day was micro-
managed between football bosses, coaches, agents and their 
assistants. “The sacks would arrive at Melwood, my parents’ 
house and my house as well. Some of the people would be really 
determined – they’d send the same letter to all three addresses. 
My mum, Jeanette,  told me, because she went through them. 
She did at the beginning, anyway. After a while, it would have been 
impossible to keep up – a full-time job for anyone.

“It felt normal to me at the time, scoring goals for Liverpool and 
England in important games. It was the normal thing for me to do 
because I’d done it all my life. Being recognised was an extension 
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Michael aged 14 in 
Liverpool kit in 1993

of that. It was fine. My agent, Tony Stephens, dealt with all kinds 
of requests. You really wouldn’t believe some of the proposals…”

‘Owen justified his reputation by performance, rattling in 
158 goals in 297 games for Liverpool: an average of more than 
one in two. His presence helped determine the outcome of league 
games, cup  finals and entire campaigns and, to an extent, 
managerial reigns. 

‘And yet, for many, Owen’s name is not as revered as it might 
be. He realises the decision to sign for Real Madrid in 2004, 
which meant he missed out on Liverpool’s Champions League 
success a year later, as well as other subsequent career choices, 
determined how he is now remembered. Though he insists – and 
later explains at length – that the true account of his story is not 
quite what many imagine it to be: “Because it never is in the 
mad world of football, especially the higher you go and when 
so many different people are involved.”

‘Owen was well on his way towards becoming a Liverpool great 
at the point of his departure. He chose to leave for Madrid mainly 
because of curiosity, with an intention to return to Anfield within 
a year. And yet he ended up coming back to play for Newcastle 
United before signing for Manchester United, Liverpool’s greatest 
rivals. The decision was viewed on Merseyside as the ultimate 
betrayal. I ask Owen whether he still recognises the teenager 
that shot to prominence in a Liverpool shirt – when he looks in 
the mirror, what does he see?

“I’ve changed,” he says. “Life makes you change. There are 
a few extra lines on my forehead for a start. You enter football 
as a closed book. You’re naive. Naivety is sometimes a good 
quality, because it makes you fearless. You don’t give a damn  
who you are playing. You just get at them without considering 
the  consequences. As  you get older, you think more. You worry 
more. You begin to agonise. You begin to appreciate what you 
have, what you’ve lost”…

‘It was Owen, of course, who raced into the limelight before 
[Jamie] Carragher and Steven Gerrard: a trio who emerged 
from Liverpool’s centre of excellence under Steve Heighway. 
Heighway’s greatest gift was not to be afraid to tell young players 
how great they could be. While Gerrard was troubled by self-doubt 
and Carragher’s inner qualities became more obvious as time 
progressed, Owen did not need much reassurance…

“I would have been mortified if anyone thought I was big-
headed, because around friends and family I’m not at all. But 
as soon as I crossed the line, I felt like I was performing on the 
stage, where I belonged. I could rationalise everything that was 
happening and that’s probably why I did so well as a teenager.

“You almost have to live two lives – believing you are superman 
on the pitch but realising you can’t behave like that off it”…

‘Owen supported Everton because of his father’s links with 
the club and his favourite player was Gary Lineker. He contrasts 
his allegiance to that of Jamie Carragher, the Liverpool legend 
who grew up as an Evertonian.

“Carra used to go to away games in Europe with his dad. 
He was a diehard. Listening to him when we both joined Liverpool, 
I realised that, actually, I wasn’t a proper Evertonian at all. Until 
we were  fifteen or sixteen, Carra used to go into a really bad mood 
if Liverpool ever beat Everton; he was almost physically sick. 
We’d watch the derbies together and he’d get so nervous he’d 
leave the room and sit on the toilet. I wanted Everton to win but 
if they lost, it wouldn’t affect me like it did Carra. He was the 
biggest Evertonian I knew.”

‘Owen and Carragher’s relationship blossomed at Lilleshall, 
the Football Association’s school of excellence in Shropshire, 
which opened in 1984 but closed in 1999 when many Premier 
League clubs developed their own youth academies based on 
the same model. The old system meant young players could not 
sign professional contracts until they were sixteen and while 
Carragher had already made his mind up to sign for Liverpool 
ahead of Everton, Owen took his time deciding what to do 
because he had more options.

‘First, he went to Manchester United, where he was introduced 
to Alex Ferguson, the first-team manager. Ferguson had rated 
Owen so highly that he dispatched his assistant Brian Kidd to 
watch him whenever United didn’t have a game and Owen  did. 
After that, he went to Arsenal and at Highbury they provided 
tickets in the Clock End for a match against Coventry City and took 
Owen into the dressing room before the game, where 
Ian Wright – the club’s all-time leading goalscorer at that time 
– made a fuss of him. From there, he visited Chelsea, where 
Glenn Hoddle revealed a chart in his office.

“It was a bit surreal because only a few years later Glenn 
was taking me to the World Cup as England manager, but here 
he said, ‘There  are a lot of youngsters we want to sign but, look, 
your name is at the top of the list’.”

‘Owen trained at Everton, where he did not get to meet Joe 
Royle, then Oldham Athletic, Norwich City, Chester and Wrexham 
too. With Manchester City, he went to France for a tournament. 
Yet it was at Liverpool that he felt most confident.

“I decided on Liverpool because of the individuals in charge,” 
Owen explains. “Steve Heighway, Hughie McAuley and Dave 
Shannon were the three youth coaches I’d worked most with and 
I liked them all. Steve was a particularly big influence. We shared 
a close bond and my parents liked him too. He was dead straight 
with all the  parents and never led anyone up the garden path, 

“I NEVER FELT NERVOUS 
AT LIVERPOOL, I FELT LIKE I 
BELONGED; THEY TRUSTED 
ME AND I TRUSTED THEM”
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On the ball for Liverpool at 
United, September 1998
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“LIVERPOOL WAS A WAY OF 
THINKING; WHEN I STOPPED 
REPRESENTING THAT, THINGS 
WERE NOT QUITE THE SAME”

In United colours, clashing 
with Carra, October 2009
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making promises that he couldn’t keep. I never felt nervous at 
Liverpool. I felt like I belonged there. I knew all of the lads too. 
I’d been away at Lilleshall for a couple of years and I really didn’t 
want to live away from home again. Liverpool were really keen 
to put me in digs, so I’d be closer to Melwood. But in the end they 
agreed I could commute from home. I sensed that  Liverpool 
trusted me. And I trusted them. That clinched it.”…

[After some fascinating insight into his transfers to Real Madrid 
then Newcastle United, once his hopes of rejoining the Reds 
had been dashed, Michael goes on to describe the move to 
Manchester United]…

“It was 2009. I was twenty-nine. I had a few years of my career 
still ahead of me. There was interest from a few Italian clubs but 
I wanted to stay in England. I can’t  even remember who they 
were because I just didn’t want to go abroad. So three clubs 
here approached me. They were Manchester United, Everton 
and Hull City. Hull were at the bottom of the Premier League and 
would probably end up in the Championship. I was left to choose 
between Everton and United…

“When I was at Liverpool, I had a red mist towards all of 
Liverpool’s rivals. Once you move clubs, it changes. I went to Real 
Madrid from Liverpool. Being honest, how does anyone really 
expect me to hate Atletico Madrid in the derby? It just doesn’t 
happen. I wanted to win because I wanted to do well and I wanted 
the atmosphere in training to be good, to enjoy going to work. 
But I’d be lying if I said I had a deep-rooted passion for Real.

“As soon as you start moving around, you lose all that. You start 
asking questions about what it’s really all about. When I watch 
football now, I watch it because I love it. I want Liverpool to do well 
and I like to see Everton do well because I used to support them. 
But with time, as you move on, you lose that one-club mentality.

“I lost something when I left Liverpool. I lost my fan mentality. 
If you come through the ranks of a club, you have a professional-
footballer mentality but you also have an allegiance. When I 
got sent off against Man United [in 1998 for two-footing Peter 
Schmeichel], I was so pumped-up. I never wanted to win a game 
as much as that. Beating United at Old  Trafford, what better 
feeling could there be? I was like a balloon. Once I got into the 
shower, stood on my own, it was as if something had popped me. 
All the air came out of me. I fell back down  to earth…

“As soon as you move, you get a wider perspective. You realise 
that, actually, there are nice people at other clubs and the lads 
are great. It takes the edge away. You begin to look at clubs 
because of the people there: the people you are working for. 
That’s why I went to Manchester United. Because I realised 
that Sir Alex Ferguson is actually an OK human being. 
The players were OK human beings as well. 

“I never supported United; I never supported Real Madrid; 
I never supported Newcastle or Stoke 
[the last club he played for]. But I 
supported Liverpool. It was more than 
people. Liverpool was a movement, 
a way of thinking  – my entire life. 
When I stopped representing that,  
things were not quite the same. 
My edge wasn’t there…”
■ This piece was extracted from 
Ring of Fire, Liverpool into the 
21st Century: the Players’ Stories 
(Bantam) by Simon Hughes. 
RRP: £18.99.
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It was perhaps inevitable that Canadian 
striker Liam Millar would end up pursuing 
a career in football. His dad was once 

on the books at Charlton Athletic as a 
teenager and passed on a love for the 
game to his son.

“When I was a baby he encouraged 
me to play,” recalls the 17-year-old, who 
signed his first professional contract 
with the club last month. “I think I started 
kicking a ball around when I was maybe 
three or four and carried on from then.  
I got a trial at one of the better clubs in  
my local area and did well and moved up 
from there. That was it – I was hooked.”

Millar’s location at that time was 
Toronto, the place where he spent his 
formative years and where he also 
developed a passion for basketball. 

“I used to play it when I was in Canada.  
I loved the Philadelphia 76ers, they were 
my team. [NBA Hall of Famer] Allenn 
Iverson was the leader of the side, he 
carried them at times. What a player.”

When Millar was 12 his family swapped 
one side of the Atlantic for the other, 
moving to England. That relocation later 
led to him joining Fulham where he spent 
three-and-a-half years before becoming 
a member of Liverpool’s youth-team 

set-up in May of this year.  As he has 
progressed up the footballing ladder 
Liam’s abilities have been utilised in a 
defensive midfield role, then as a number 
ten and a winger, before he settled into  
his current position in attack.

How suited he is to that particular task 
was emphasised on his competitive 
debut for Neil Critchley’s Under-18s back 
in August, when he netted a hat-trick in a 
4-0 home victory over Blackburn Rovers. 
That performance led to his manager 
declaring: “You’ve seen what he’s 
capable of today, he’s a goalscorer. What I 
like about him is he can run down the side 
of defenders, he runs in behind, he gives 
them real problems with his movement 
and he’s a good finisher off both feet.”

Despite such praise and his display 

in Kirkby that Monday, the youngster 
isn’t getting carried away. “I was a little 
overwhelmed by the reaction, to be 
honest. It’s always good to start the 
season well. I want to keep it going  
now. I want to score more goals and  
help the team win.”

To make those individual and collective 
ambitions come true, he knows that 
plenty of hard work is required on the 
training field. “I love doing finishing 
exercises. I always want to put the ball  
in the net, no matter if it’s a training drill  
or a game. I hate missing any chance.

“As a squad we worked really hard 
during pre-season – it’s probably the 
toughest pre-season that I’ve had – and  
I think that will benefit us over the season. 
We all know that we need to keep working 
hard at this football club.” 

Millar’s words are certainly appropriate 
when you consider the competition  
for forward berths even at U18 level. 
“There are a lot of good players upfront,” 
he confirms. “Toni Gomes, Ben Woodburn 
and Glen McAuley can all play in those 
positions. So trying to get in the starting 
eleven is a challenge. That’s why we  
all have to push ourselves to improve 
every single day.”

Millar’s crossing
U18s forward Liam Millar took a (maple) leaf out of his dad’s book to play football 

| THE ACADEMY |

U23S FACE UNITED TEST TOMORROW IN PREMIER LEAGUE 2
Brooks Lennon scores for 

the U-23s v Wolfsburg
Liverpool U-23s travel down the East Lancs to 
play their Man United counterparts tomorrow 
evening after a recent spell of cup action. 
On the day that the seniors won at Swansea, 
coach Mick Beale’s team triumphed 3-0 at 
Ipswich in the Premier League Cup, with 
Danny Ings (one of the permitted over-age 
players) scoring a hat-trick. They are due to 
face Huddersfield next in the tournament,  
at home on Saturday 5 November.

The previous Wednesday the U23s hosted 
Wolfsburg in the Premier League International 
Cup at Prenton Park, home of Tranmere 
Rovers. This season the 23s are playing the 
majority of their home fixtures here, as well 
as a handful at Anfield, and it’s free for LFC 
season-ticket holders and Official Members. 
The game finished 2-1 to the Bundesliga team 
– and next it’s Porto at home on 2 November.

“THERE ARE A LOT 
OF GOOD PLAYERS 
UPFRONT AND WE 
ALL HAVE TO PUSH 
OURSELVES TO 
IMPROVE EACH DAY”
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FIXTURES U23S
August
14  Southampton (H)  1-4
22  Chelsea (A)  1-4
26  Arsenal (A) 3-1
September
11  Leicester C  (H) 4-0
19  Tottenham  (A) 6-2
25  Sunderland  (H) 3-0
28  W’burg  (H)  PLIC   1-2
October
2  Ipswich T (A)  PLC 3-0
18  Man United (A)
23  Everton (H)
28  Man City (A)
November
2  Porto  (H)  PLIC
20  Reading  (H)
28  Derby Co  (A)
December
3  Leicester C (H)  PLIC
11  Arsenal  (H)
January
9  Leicester C  (A)
15  Man United  (H)
30  Sunderland  (A)
February
5  Tottenham  (H)
19  Derby Co  (H)
March
6  Reading  (A)
12  Chelsea  (H)
April
10  Southampton (A)
23  Man City (H)
May
8  Everton (A)

FIXTURES U18S
August
15  Blackburn R (H)  4-0
20  Man United (A)  2-1
27  Man City (A) 0-7
September
10  Stoke C (H) 3-1
17  Middlesbro (A) 1-2
24  Everton (H) 1-4
October
1  Newcastle U (A) 3-1
15  West Brom (H)
22  Derby Co (A)
29  Sunderland (H)
November
5  Wolves (A)
19  Man United (H)
26  Blackburn R (A)
December
3  Middlesbro (H)
10  Stoke C (A)
January
7  Man City (H)
14  Everton (A)
21  Newcastle U (H)
28  Derby Co (A)
February
4  West Brom (A)
11  Sunderland (A)
18  Wolves (H)



Call:  0151 264 2222
Visit: liverpoolfc.com/events

CHRISTMAS
AT ANFIELD

Subject to availability. Terms & conditions apply.

Party Nights from £35pp
Including a delicious buffet or a three course meal 
and fantastic live entertainment all in the newly 
expanded Main Stand, with pitchview options 
available overlooking the famous Anfield Stadium.

LFC_XMAS_programme_ad.indd   1 21/07/2016   15:00
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FIXTURES 2016
MARCH
19 Man City (FAC 5) 0-2
23 Birmingham  City 1-0

APRIL
23 Sunderland 2-2
27 Chelsea 1-2

MAY
2 Notts County 2-3
8 Chelsea 3-6
18 Sunderland 4-0
25 Man City 0-0

JUNE
26 Man City 1-1

JULY
2 Everton (CC 1) 1-0
9 Reading 2-0
16 Notts County 0-0
31 Arsenal 2-1

AUGUST
7 Everton (CC Q-F) 0-1*
27 Doncaster RB 1-0

SEPTEMBER
1 Reading 1-0
25 Birmingham City 1-2

OCTOBER
9 Doncaster RB 3-1

NOVEMBER
6 Arsenal

T here is still time to vote for two Liverpool Ladies 
in a prestigious annual awards. Nominated in 
the MBNA Northwest Football Awards, which 

celebrates the region’s brightest and best in the 
game, are Dutch winger Shanice van de Sanden 
in the Women’s Player of the Year category and 
teenage attacker Niamh Charles for Rising Star.

Van De Sanden has enjoyed a fine first season in 
the FA Women’s Super League, causing defences 
lots of headaches with her searing pace. England 
Under-17s international Charles made her debut for 
the Reds’ senior side this season aged 16 and has 
been in and around the first-team squad since.

Both awards are decided by a public vote, 
so you can support our Ladies by visiting 
northwestfootballawards.com/vote. The polls close 
at 12 noon this Friday 21 October, with the winners 
announced in Manchester on Mon 14 November.
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Shanice in action

Scorer Natasha Harding 
with Satara Murray

Caroline Weir  
nets the equaliser

LIVERPOOL LADIES: Chamberlain; Murray, Bonner, Ingle, 
Van Den Berg; Coombs (Longhurst 11), Zelem; Van De 
Sanden, Weir, Harding (Green 79); Hodson.  
Subs not used: Gibbons, Lundh.

1 3DONCASTER ROVERS BELLES
Roberts 20

LIVERPOOL LADIES
HT  1-2  Weir 37, 45, Harding 72

MATCH REPORT

The Reds strengthened their claims on a top-
four finish by completing a league double over 
Doncaster Rovers Belles. Scott Rogers’s side 
moved two points clear of Birmingham City. The 
Blues have a game-in-hand but it’s at unbeaten 
champions Manchester City on 30 October. 

Bottom side Doncaster have been all but 
relegated following this result, but they gave 
Liverpool a scare when Rhiannon Roberts headed 
in Emily Simpkins’ free-kick to put them ahead at 
the Keepmoat Stadium. Liverpool replied when 
Scottish international Caroline Weir curled home 
an equaliser seven minutes before the break then 

fired in a long-range effort on the stroke of half-time 
for her sixth goal of the season. Wales winger 
Natasha Harding made sure of the points with 17 
minutes to go when she found the top corner  
with another fine strike, bending her shot beyond 
Belles keeper Anna Moorhouse.

Liverpool Ladies finish their season at home to 
Arsenal on Sunday 6 November (6pm).

Show your support for Ladies 
duo in regional football awards

Come on 
you Reds!
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1 How many times has James Miler 
played against Unitedr: (a) 11 (b) 21 (c) 31 ?

2 There have been two 3-3 draws here 
between the teams – which years?

3 True or false: in the Premier League last 
season United scored with all four of 

their shots on target against Liverpool.

4 How many times previously have 
Jürgen Klopp and Jose Mourinho 

faced each other as managers?

The

| THE KNOWLEDGE |
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ANSWERS: 1. (c) James has played 31 times v 
United since 2003, for Leeds, Newcastle, Aston 
Villa, Man City and now Liverpool;  2.. Back in 
1988 and 1994;  3. True – three at Old Trafford and 
one at Anfield;  4. Five times – four in the 2012/13 
Champions League groups and semi-final 
between Borussia Dortmund and Real Madrid, 
and once in last season’s Chelsea-Liverpool 
Premier League fixture; 5. VfL Wolfsburg (away);  
6. Yes – one at Anfield in Sept 2005;  7. There 
have been seven scored by each;  8. United with 
three (Steve Bruce in March 1995, John O’Shea in 
Sept 04, Wes Brown in Sept 08) while Liverpool 
have two (Jamie Carragher twice in Sept 99);  
9. Marouane Fellaini; 10. Yes – Torres scored 
three (March 2009, Oct 2009, March 2010) while 
Ronaldo scored two (March 2008, March 2009).

5 Against whom did Michael Owen 
score a Champions League hat-trick 

for Manchester United in December 2009, 
having twice previously got three in a  
UCL game with Liverpool?

6 Has there ever been a goalless draw 
between Liverpool and Manchester 

United in the Premier League?

7 Which of the two teams has scored 
more penalties in this fixture in the 

Premier League era?

8 And which has conceded the most 
own-goals against the other, again  

in the Premier League era?

9 Who headed against the crossbar  
in the move that led to Wayne 

Rooney’s 78th-minute winner in this 
fixture at Anfield last season?

10 Did Fernando Torres score 
more goals for Liverpool versus 

Manchester United than Ronaldo  
did for United v Liverpool?

| THE KNOWLEDGE |



Be the 
first to

catch a 
sneak 

preview.

This is your chance to see some
of the new areas of the expanded
Main Stand.

Please note this tour does not include the new player’s dressing rooms, new press rooms or
new tunnel and is subject to change at short notice due to the continuing construction work.
The full Stadium Tour opens in Spring 2017.

Don’t miss out! 
Book now at liverpoolfc.com/Tour
or call 0151 260 6677

Sit in Klopp’s pitch side seat in the new Manager’s Dugout

Enjoy some of the best views of inside the stadium from
the new Executive Boxes

Includes entry to The Liverpool FC Story museum and
The Steven Gerrard Collection exhibition

InterimTour-Prog-V2.indd   1 06/10/2016   14:10
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J ohan Cruyff was a footballing 
pioneer on and off the pitch. Now, 
in his posthumously-published 

autobiography My Turn he reveals the 
early impact that Liverpool Football  
Club and Anfield left on him.

Cruyff played four times against 
Liverpool, twice in the European Cup  
with Ajax in December 1966 and twice 
with Barcelona in the UEFA Cup semi-
finals almost a decade later. But it was  
his first visit to L4 with Ajax that left a 
lasting impression.

“At the time Liverpool were not just 
the best team in England but one of 
the strongest teams in the world,” he 
writes in the book. “I can still recall pretty 

much everything about the legendary 
mistwedstrijd (‘fog game’) in the Olympic 
Stadium in Amsterdam and the return 
match at Anfield. In Amsterdam the final 
score was 5-1 and we had blown the 
English champions away in a technical 
sense, although I still remember their 
manager Bill Shankly saying after the  
end of the game that it was a freak result 
and it would be 7-0 in Liverpool.

“A week later...I stood on the pitch at 
Anfield with goosebumps. Not because 
I was sacred of our opponents, but 
because of the atmosphere. The huge 
Kop stand where the most fanatical 
supporters were, and all their singing: 
Anfield was incredibly impressive. 
I really enjoyed it for ninety minutes,  
and we played a magnificent game.  
Even though it was a 2-2 draw, we were  
in complete control. 

“My happiness at our progress and  
at getting into the next round was 
matched only by the impression Anfield 
left on me; from that evening English 
football had captured my heart. 

“I had only played football at the highest 
level for a few seasons and I had never 
seen anything like this – the passion 
for the game, and how much the fans 
wanted their team to win, and it made 
me think that one day I would like to play 
in England. Unfortunately, that dream 

Total footballer
Dutch genius Johan Cruyff did it all  
– and never forgot the power of Anfield

Playing for Barca here in 1976

didn’t come to pass, because in those 
days borders were still closed to foreign 
players. Even today I still think that was a 
terrible shame.”

The respect between Cruyff and LFC 
was mutual. One of his quotes adorns the 
walls at Melwood: ‘There’s not one club in 
Europe with an anthem like You’ll Never 
Walk Alone. There’s not one club in the 
world so united with the fans’.

We’ve got two copies of 
Johan Cruyff: My Turn, 
one of the most long-
awaited autobiographies 
of the year, to give  
away. Published by  
Pan Macmillan, it’s the 
story of his life – from 
Ajax to Barcelona,  
player to manager  
– in his own words.
For a chance to win, answer the following 
question: Johan’s son Jordi played 
against Liverpool for which two teams?

WIN THE CRUYFF BOOK!

Send your entry, including your name, address and 
contact number to thisisanfield@trinitymirror.com 
and put CRUYFF BOOK COMPO in the title bar.  
We’ll pick the winners at random and announce 
them in a future issue.  
Closing date: Friday 11 November 2016.

Netherlands



Take part in the ultimate LFC Academy experience this October.
 

Our three day course is available to players aged 5 to 15 years 
and follows LFC’s unique coaching methods delivered by LFC 

Academy coaches.
 

Working on a range of technical and tactical aspects of the 
game, players will also undertake a series of LFC skills challenges 

and small sided games.
 

All participants will receive a LFC gift and certificate signed 
by LFC Ambassador Ian Rush.

Visit www.lfcsoccerschools.com to book now

Learn To Play The Liverpool Way
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Season by season: the history of Liverpool FC as it was reported in the pressSeason by season: the history of Liverpool FC as it was reported in the press

1904/05 Liverpool win the Second Division to bounce back 
to the top flight at first attempt. Goalkeeper Ned Doig, signed 
at the age of 37, is an ever-present in the title-taking team.

1905/06 Champions! In their first season back in the big time 
the Reds claim the First Division crown – the second in their brief 
history to date – finishing four points clear of Preston North End. 

Right: 
The Liverpool Echo  

reports on the promotion-
clinching 3-0 win over Burnley on 
29 April 1905. Above: an advert in 
The Liverpool Evening Express for 

Dr Tibbles Vi-Cocoa which is “sold by 
all grocers and stores” and has “a 
pleasant and distinct flavour all its 

own – try it absolutely free by 
writing to us for a dainty 

sample tin.”

 |  Y E A R S  O F  L F C  | 

|  PA R T 3 |

 |  A  H I S T O R Y  I N  H E A D L I N
E S  |

LFCLFC1904 1910



The 
champs of 1906 

(top); how The Football Echo 
hailed the table-topping Reds and 

FA Cup winners Everton (above); and 
a Bovril advert in The Evening Express 

in April 1906. George Hackenschmidt and 
Ahmed Madrali were wrestling rivals, 

nicknamed ‘The Russian Lion’ and 
‘The Terrible Turk’, who toured 

music halls and theatres to 
sell-out crowds.
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| READ ALL ABOUT IT |

1906/07 A disappointing season brings a 15th-place finish, 
just seven points ahead of bottom club Stoke City, this despite 
Liverpool scoring five or more goals on five separate occasions.

1907/08 The Reds claw their way into the top half for an 
eighth-place finish, but they are still nearer the bottom in terms 
of points accrued (38). Marksman Joe Hewitt manages 21 goals.
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| READ ALL ABOUT IT |

1908/09 A final-day win at newly-crowned champions 
Newcastle saves Liverpool from sliding back into the Second 
Division. The low-light is a 5-1 derby defeat at Goodison Park.

1909/10 The Reds improve to finish second behind Aston 
Villa. Bootle-born striker Jack Parkinson fires 30 goals and future 
skipper Donald Mackinlay is signed from Scots club Newton Villa.

A new-look 
Anfield is revealed in 

The Liverpool Weekly Mercury 
on the first day of season 1906/07: 

“At one end, as seen in the sketch, will 
be an elevated terrace consisting of 132 
tiers of steps, which will afford space 

for something like 20,000 spectators.” 
Stoke are the first visitors on 

1 September, the Reds winning 
1-0 in heatwave 

conditions.
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| READ ALL ABOUT IT |

IN OTHER NEWS A huge earthquake hits San Francisco 
(1906); Charles Stewart Rolls and Sir Frederick Henry Royce form 
a new car-manufacturing company (1906); the Port of Liverpool 

Building, the first of the so-called Three Graces, is completed 
(1907); London hosts the Olympic Games (1908); Britain’s first 
Woolworths store opens on Liverpool’s Church Street (1909).

On 1 May 
1909 the Reds win at 

Newcastle to stay up and The 
Football Echo calls it “a very narrow 

squeak…the supporters of the Anfield-
road organisation will scarcely relish the 

narrow margin by which the team has 
escaped relegation…one may hope 
that next season things will not be 

cut so fine.” They go on to sign 
a future captain (below 

right). 



The perfect venue 
for all seasons.

Wedding packages at Anfield 
from just £4,970.

Call: 0151 263 7744 | Visit: liverpoolfc.com/events



This is your 10th season at Liverpool so you obviously 
know all about games against Manchester United – 
what are they like to play in?
Liverpool against Manchester United is one of the biggest  
games of the season. They are our big rivals and it is probably  
the fixture that people look for first when the fixtures are 
announced before the start of the season. Last year we had  
some good games against them in the Europa League and 
hopefully this season it will be the same. 

These games are intense in the stands – what’s it like 
in the heat of the battle on the pitch?
It is very intense as well! You don’t want to lose any games, but 
this is a game you really don’t want to lose because you suffer 
when you do. You feel it more if you lose this game and we know 
that often the result is decided by small details. I’ve had some 
not-so-good memories of playing against Manchester United, but 
I also have some very good memories from this game and that 
shows how competitive it has been during my time at Liverpool. 

Is there a similar rivalry in Brazil that compares to 
Liverpool v Man United? 
In Brazil it is a little bit different. The main rivalries in Brazil are 
city rivalries like us and Everton rather than us and Manchester 

United. Of course there are other big games in Brazil between 
clubs from different cities, and they are also games that the 
players don’t want to lose because the supporters there don’t 
take it too well if you do. But overall the city rivalries are the  
most prominent ones. 

As a Liverpool player, how do you see our local  
rivalry with Everton in comparison to the rivalry 
between Liverpool and United?
In previous years Man United has been very successful and  
they have been a bigger rival to us when challenging for trophies 
than Everton have. We challenged each other for the league in 
2009 and last season we had the Europa League games having 
both won European trophies [in 2005 and 2008]. So in terms  
of the history of challenging for trophies I think it makes  
Liverpool against United the most intense game.

But Everton is a big game as well. You know what it’s like in  
this city: you want to make jokes at your [Everton] mates’ 
expense the next day if we win and not see them if we lose!  
But we have also seen Liverpool and Everton standing together  
for a lot of causes, especially for the Hillsborough families. 

When we play United, I also feel something more – it’s hard  
to explain it with the right words – that makes it different to 
Liverpool against Everton. 

Q&A
LUCAS

The Brazilian midfielder has a dozen appearances clocked  
up against Man United, so he’s well-placed to comment…

| WE L IKE HIM |
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Your debut in a Liverpool v United match came in the 
4-1 win at Old Trafford in 2009. Of the 318 games that 
you’ve played for the Reds, where does that rank?
Yeah, that was for sure one of the best memories I have of 
playing against Man U. We had a very good season that year and 
we had a very good week that week! We had beaten Real Madrid 
4-0 in the Champions League on the Wednesday night so to then 
go and win 4-1 at Old Trafford – a result that people probably didn’t 
expect – was very special. That game is up there with the best 
I’ve played in against them, but I also enjoyed the Dirk hat-trick 
game at Anfield when we beat them 3-1 in 2011.

You also made an important contribution in your first 
Liverpool v Manchester United match at Anfield back  
in 2009, do you remember...

Yes, the game when Pepe Reina ran to the Kop to celebrate after 
our second goal. I played the ball through to David Ngog and, after 
he put it into the net, Pepe ran the length of the pitch to celebrate 
with him. So yeah, I have some good memories of these games, 
but I also know how competitive they are so it will be 50-50  
again as we go into tonight’s match. 

The atmosphere is always good for these games 
but how do you expect it to be with an extra 8,500 
Liverpool supporters inside Anfield?
The atmosphere for the first game we played in front of it against 
Leicester was incredible. We all noticed that with another 8,500 
people inside the ground that the noise was louder and that 
helped us. I feel like Anfield has changed now with the set-up of 
the new stand. We know it is still Anfield, but it feels like a new 
stadium. The fans that came to the Leicester game were really 
excited – it felt different – and of course we got a good result, 
but it reminded us of how important Anfield is for the club now 
and in the future. Now we are looking forward to hearing the 
atmosphere against Manchester United. 

This is also the first evening game under the floodlights 
in front of the expanded Main Stand – do you think that 
will make a difference? 
I think so. We have very good memories of European nights at 
Anfield and last season we had some very good ones, including 

Playing against United 
away last season

“IT’S AS INTENSE ON 
THE PITCH AS IN THE 
STANDS AND WE 
KNOW THE RESULT  
IS OFTEN DECIDED  
BY SMALL DETAILS”
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the win against them. But whatever time these games are 
played you don’t need much else to motivate you. I’m sure that 
at the beginning of the weekend the fans will be full of energy 
anticipating the Monday night so I hope they haven’t used it  
all up too soon and they come to Anfield feeling fresh and  
ready to help us! 

This is the first season since 1995/96 when neither 
club has started the season in the Champions League. 
Is this still the biggest fixture in English football?
Yes. It is not normal that neither Liverpool or Manchester United 
are in the Champions League but this is always a big game 
because of the rivalry. Both teams are developing and changing 
a lot of things. Tonight is a year since Jürgen’s first game as our 
manager and everything feels very positive here. We are going  
in the right direction. 

Does the fact that neither Liverpool or Manchester 
United finished in the top four last season show how 
competitive the Premier League has become?
It shows exactly how hard the Premier League is. Leicester City 
won the league last year when nobody expected them to,  
and all the teams in this division now have the financial power  
to sign very good players. This makes the league very, very 
difficult and because neither ourselves or Manchester United are 
in the Champions League I think it makes tonight’s game  

Setting the pace  
at Melwood

“IT’S NOT NORMAL 
THAT NEITHER TEAM 
IS IN THE CHAMPIONS 
LEAGUE BUT IT’S STILL 
A BIG GAME BECAUSE 
OF THE RIVALRY”

even more important. We both want to play in the Champions 
League next year, but getting into the top four is not easy.  
Maybe the two games we play against United could be the key  
to achieving that. 

So would you say there are more than three points  
at stake tonight?
It is still the beginning of the season so you cannot say now that 
one game in October will define the season or decide the future  
of either club, but we realise how important this game could be. 
You don’t just get three points for winning this game – you take 
points off a rival and of course that can be important. If we beat 
United then it will also be a big victory for our confidence and our 
spirit so I would say yes, tonight’s game is worth more than three 
points. But isn’t one that will decide the future of either team.



Whatever the event, Liverpool Football Club 
can offer you a venue to suit your needs

For more information or to book an event:

Call 0151 263 7744      
Visit liverpoolfc.com/events

E V E N T S  A T

ANFIELD

Events at Anfield 2015-Prog.indd   1 29/04/2016   12:27
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Shankly made us famous, Paisley made us sing, Rafa gave us Istanbul and Kenny is our king

In the A-Z of Anfield, V is most definitely for ‘Voice of Anfield’ George Sephton, the stadium’s resident PA announcer and DJ. He’s been doing it since the early 1970s – 
since Kevin Keegan’s goalscoring debut for Liverpool against Nottingham Forest on 14 August 1971, to be precise – having previously spent a decade as a Kopite before 
moving to the Paddock as a season-ticket holder. Now here’s your chance to enjoy a fab Anfield night-out with George on Friday 28 October, when he hosts a dinner in the 

Main Stand’s new Chemistry of LFC Lounge, to help raise funds for research into Parkinson’s Disease. This top-class evening will feature a turn by guest speaker and 
Reds legend Jan Molby – definitely not to be missed – plus brilliant music from local artist Lee Martin. There’s also a three-course meal and a great auction and raffle. 
Tickets are priced £45 (or £400 for a table of ten people) from skiddle.com/e/12807917. And you can find out more information from voxanfield@aol.com. Don’t miss it!
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T hanks to the influence of my 
uncles I grew up a Liverpool fan. 
Unfortunately, though – and I hate 

admitting this – the first-ever game I 
attended was Gary Bailey’s testimonial  
at Old Trafford in 1987.

A friend of my dad’s took me along.  
It was Manchester United against 
England and I was only a kid. Of course 
it was great to see Bryan Robson, the 
national-team captain, playing. But as  
a Liverpool supporter I felt like an outsider.

Instead I wanted to be at Anfield. My 
grandfather, whose family all came from 
Wallasey, had been a regular on the Kop in 
the 1950s and 60s when they were in the 
old Second Division. So it was a no-brainer 
for his sons and then me to follow the side.

Growing up in North Wales there were 
plenty of LFC links too. Kevin Keegan had 
a house in our village and my idol Ian Rush 
was from the same area. I remember 
dreaming about meeting the players 
when I was a kid. I wanted to bump into all 
of them: Rushie, Kenny, Craig Johnston, 
John Barnes, Stevie Nic, Aldo, Beardo…

I had to wait a while to get to Anfield, 
mainly because my uncles Simon and 
Paul had been in the Leppings Lane end at 
Hillsborough in 1989 and, understandably, 
didn’t want to go to any match for a long 
time. It was Simon who took me to my 
first game, a 4-1 win over Norwich City 
in October 1992. Since then I’ve been to 
loads, although not as many as I would 
like because I live down south now. 

Some of the best include the 2001 
League Cup final when we beat 
Birmingham City on penalties, a 4-4  
at Chelsea and a late win at Fulham 
courtesy of Yossi Benayoun’s goal.

But there are three games I’ve been 
to that really stand out. Roma in 2002, 

Gerard Houllier’s first game back after 
his heart problems. We won 2-0 and the 
ground was buzzing. Emile Heskey had a 
stormer that night and scored our second 
goal with a great header.

Juventus in 2005 was even more 
special. I like to see the best players in  
the world and they had Alessandro  
Del Piero in their side that night. Luis 
Garcia’s volley was incredible, one of  
the goals of the season.  

There’s one other live game that is 
special to me too: Germany 1 England 5. 
Or, as the Echo put it: ‘Germany 1 Liverpool 
5’. I loved that headline. I was reporting 
on it for BBC and, like most people, once 
the Germans scored I thought that was it. 
Then Steven Gerrard equalised brilliantly 
before Michael Owen – another of my 
favourites because he was from the 
same area as me – and Heskey took  
over the goalscoring duties.

I could talk about Liverpool forever but 
the idea of reporting on football all of the 

time isn’t for me. I know plenty of people 
who work constantly on the sport that 
they originally loved and it becomes too 
much of a job. They lose the passion for  
it and don’t appreciate it as much. I’d 
rather work on a variety of broadcasts  
like the Tour of Britain cycling which I 
covered this year. 

It concluded on the Sunday after we’d 
beaten Leicester the day before. I got 
chatting to Bradley Wiggins about that 
4-1 win – he’s a big fan too – and we both 
felt the way we’d started the season at 
Arsenal with that 4-3 was a good omen.

That result and those at Spurs and 
Chelsea prove we can do the business 
on the road. For me it’s all about making 
Anfield a fortress now. Jürgen Klopp is 
helping to make that happen. In terms of 
support he leads from the front by urging 
the crowd to make more noise. 

I’m an eternal optimist anyway, but 
there’s a really good feeling about the  
club now and I think we are going places.

Anfield Review with…

The 5News presenter on 
his favourite Liverpool FC 
moments and his hopes 
for the Reds this season

MATT BARBET
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Saturday 8 November 1975: Liverpool 3 Manchester United 1. Forty-one years ago almost to the month a raucous Kop and hefty away 
contingent made for a huge atmosphere as United started brightly but Steve Heighway put the Reds ahead (1). Two minutes into the 
second half Kevin Keegan found John Toshack who fired home (2 & 3) only for Steve Coppell to reply (4). Keegan made it safe on 78 mins 
when Toshack returned the favour, flicking on for the no7 to score (5, 6, 7 & 8) and celebrate with a young fan and the Kopites (9 & 10).

L4 ARCHIVE
1 2

3

654

7 8

9 10

No3
TOSHACK  
KEEGAN  

GOAL
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Heidi Roberts, a former nurse from 
Knowsley Village, is trying to raise 
£80,000 to get treatment for breast 
cancer in Germany.

Liverpool fan Heidi, 36, worked at 
the Royal Liverpool Hospital but had 
to leave her job when she became 
too ill in 2014. She’s been battling the 
disease for four years and it has  
since spread to her lungs. 

Unable to go through more 
chemotherapy, she’s hoping an 
alternative treatment could provide a 
lifeline: it’s called PD-1 immunotherapy, 
unlicensed in the UK but available  
at the Hallwang Private Oncology 
Clinic in Germany. 

Her friends Mel McDonough and 
Vicki Wilson have set up a GoFundMe 
page, along with a Facebook page  
for Heidi’s cancer journey. 

Together they’ve already managed 
to reach their original target of 
£50,000 but before Heidi could leave 
for Germany her lung collapsed and 
a further £30,000 is required to save 
her life. If anyone, Liverpool fan or  
not, can help just a little bit, it could 
make all the difference. 

Mel, who worked with Heidi in the 
intensive care unit at the Royal,  
says: “Heidi has always been 
optimistic about everything. Even 
when she is given bad news, she 
sees the bright side. She is just a  
really inspiring person.”

If you can help Heidi, please visit: 
www.gofundme.com/2c6f8yc.

CAN YOU HELP HEIDI?

Butter wouldn’t melt… Eddie and Bobby, two 
staunch Kopites who’ve been going since the 60s 
(the 1860s)…from the boys and girls in Block 207

Nick King is cheering our captain 
fantastic on tonight – come on Redmen!

Eila (left) is two today and 
Beca is six in November, 
from Felinhel in North 
Wales – happy birthday 
to you both! Lots of love 
from Mum and Dad xxx

Happy 40th 
birthday to 
my wonderful 
husband 
Mark Hunter, 
hope you 
enjoy every 
minute of 
your special 
birthday at 
Anfield – love 
Julie YNWA

Congratulations 
Daragh and Amy 
on the birth of your 
son Daragh Jr from 
all at LFCNY and 
your extended 
Liverpool family

It’s twins Evan and Michaela Conlan from  
Dublin with dad David – they were born on his  
third wedding anniversary to Amanda

Gordon Williams 
of Penketh, 
season-ticket 
holder in the 
Main Stand, has 
just turned 80 
and this will be 
his 71st season 
at Anfield 
supporting  
the Reds!

Happy birthday Alfie Howard, season-ticket  
holder for over 30 years, attending the game  
today with his three grandchildren Luke, Harley  
and Riley McAteer xx

It’s a first trip to 
Anfield for Michael 
Ahern from Cork and 
he’s looking forward 
to seeing favourite 
player Coutinho
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Happy 11th birthday to Joseph Gavan 
– love from Mum and Dad xxx

Brothers Eamonn and Brian McBride from 1st Derry 
OLSC, pictured with legends John Aldridge, Robbie 
Fowler and Didi Hamann, are here tonight!

Jack and Thomas Hampson are attending 
their first Liverpool game tonight with 
dad Ian, uncle Lee and granddad Tommy

Happy birthday Aurora who turned four 
on 3 October – from Mummy & Daddy

To my darling Wernerpoo, happy 40th birthday! 
Since we can’t send you to Anfield today we’re 
bringing the Liverpool spirit to you – love from 
Tarryntjie, Hudson and Hayden xxx

Here’s five-year-old Elise Buchanan at the Hull City 
game with dad John, who says: ‘She’s a bit of a 
lucky charm, so I’ll definitely be taking her again!”

Happy fourth birthday 
to Valentina, love Dad, 
Mum and Ines xxx

Paul Walker who’s here today, 
is clearly happy it’s his 53rd 
birthday! Enjoy – from all the 
Manor Farm lads on table 4

Happy 21st to Liverpool 
fan Georgia, love you 
to the moon and back, 
says Dad xxx

In the Upper Centenary this evening 
there’s a gentleman celebrating his 
80th birthday with 14 family members. 
His name is Stuart Grieve and he was 
the pilot who flew the Liverpool FC 
team back from Rome following the 
1977 European Cup final.

Stuart, who worked for Britannia 
Airways back then, recalls: “On the 
day of the game I spent the afternoon 
resting then watched the victory over 
Borussia Moenchengladbach on TV 
before setting off for Rome with an 
empty aircraft. We were five aircraft in 
total, which the club had arranged for 
the team and travelling supporters, 
and I made sure it was mine that 
carried the team home – as a dyed-in-
the-wool supporter I wasn’t going to 
let anyone else do that!

“On the way down to Rome the 
cabin crew decorated the plane 
with toilet-rolls and felt-tip pens that 
spelled ‘Liverpool Champions of 
Europe’! We picked up the team and 
a party atmosphere prevailed all the 
way back to Speke. I’d taken a football 
along and the chief stewardess 
Arleane asked the team to sign it 
– it was thrown around the cabin 
from player to player and came 
back fully autographed. One of my 
grandsons has it now.” 

Stuart’s niece Lynn, an Anfield 
season-ticket holder herself, 
originally emailed us to say he’d 
be here tonight. She says: “Have a 
great birthday Stu with hopefully 
the same result as that 
day in 1977 – lots 
of love, all the 
family.” And all the 
best from every 
Liverpool fan too!

HAPPY BIRTHDAY CAPTAIN!

Charlie James 
Tucker, the new 
arrival to the Reds 
family; his granda is 
on the Kop tonight 
and Charlie will be 
soon YNWA 

Wishing Cynthia 
Manzano from 
Antique, Philippines 
a happy birthday!

the same result as that 

Best wishes to 
lifetime fan Terry 
Morris who’s at 
the game today. 
His many friends 
and colleagues 
send their best 
wishes for 
his continued 
recovery.
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Email your photos and messages to: thisisanfield@trinitymirror.com no later than 10 WORKING DAYS BEFORE EACH GAME.  
Please note space is very limited – we can’t guarantee that every dedication will be included in the matchday programme.

Eric Sene from 
Gibraltar 
passed away on 
12 September 
2016; he was 
a lifelong 
Liverpool 
supporter and 
would’ve been 
at Anfield today, 
rest in peace 
Eric 
YNWA

Shaun Mawson 
supported LFC 
for 28 years and 
passed away in 
May. “He was the 
love of my life and 
will be missed by 
everyone,” says 
wife Gwen. “Gone 
but never forgotten”

Terry David Morrissey (10.09.1976–28.12.1998). 
When you’re loving life as a very young man,  
and your passion in life is as a Liverpool fan, then 
it’s taken away when you’re just in your prime, for 
family and friends there’s no good or bad time,  
you are in our thoughts my friend both 24/7, we 
will meet again some day in heaven, You Will Never 
Walk Alone My Friend! Poem by Andrew Whittle

Philip Skelland, 
sadly passed 
aged 34. An 
avid Liverpool 
football fan 
all his life who 
never missed 
a game. 
Always 
remembered. 
You’ll Never 
Walk Alone x

Darren Giardelli, 
a dearly-loved 
son and brother, 
passed away 
suddenly on 17 
September, aged 
28. We will love 
you forever and 
you will always  
be in our hearts  
– night night, 
sweet dreams, 
from Mama, Dada 
and Twist  
YNWA xxx

Mark Jason Wakeling 
(28.08.1966–
16.08.2016). First son, 
big brother, great dad, 
best friend and hero. 
Dedicated Liverpool 
fan and always a joy 
to be around, the mere 
mention of your name 
would bring a smile to 
everyone’s face – you 
will be missed but 
never forgotten

A big thank-you to all the fans 
donating to the mobile foodbank at 
Anfield. Conceived by local Liverpool 
and Everton supporters groups, Fans 
Supporting Foodbanks sees a mobile 
collection bank hosted at Anfield 
(Centenary Stand car-park) and 
Goodison on matchdays. LFC kindly 
asks fans to donate the following: 
tinned vegetable; rice; fruit juice; 
coffee; curry and pasta sauce; sugar; 
custard; cup-a-soups; noodles; jam. 
All donations will be split between 
two North Liverpool foodbanks. Keep 
in touch by following @LFC on Twitter 
with the hashtag #HDWCC.

Also back this season is the LFC 
Cycle Hub, allowing fans who cycle to 
the stadium to park their bike securely 
at Stanley Park car-park, Priory Road. 

FOODBANKS AND CYCLE HUBS
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A HISTORY OF LIVERPOOL FC IN 100 OBJECTS
32 End-of-season tour photo, 1936
Before he became a managerial legend at Manchester United, 
Matt Busby was for a while a Liverpool FC captain, and here he’s 
pictured (back row second-from-left) ahead of one of his more 
unusual engagements as Reds skipper. On a post-season trip 
to the old Yugoslavia to play a friendly against Beogradski SK on 
24 May 1936, Liverpool played in ‘skins’ due to a kit-clash and 
lost 3-2. Matt formed one third of an all-Scottish half-back line 
for Liverpool in this period, alongside Tiny Bradshaw and Jimmy 
McDougall. Signed from Manchester City earlier in 1936, he played 
122 games for the Reds but his LFC career was cut short by the 
Second World War. In May 1944 he was appointed as assistant-
manager to George Kay at Anfield but was released the following 
February and accepted the manager’s role at Manchester United. 

Today marks 29 years since John Barnes 
slalomed his way through the Queens 
Park Rangers defence to score one of 
Anfield’s great goals, on Saturday 17 
October 1987. It was his first season as 
a Liverpool FC player and one of the finest 
campaigns in the club’s history.

In all John spent a decade at Anfield, 
becoming one of the club’s greatest 
players, and in this subsequent 
autobiography he described the early 
part of that 1987/88 campaign as “a 
golden period. Everything I tried worked; 
every trick or dribble, feint or pass 
produced something.”

About the goal which dazzled both his 
opponents that day and the Kop towards 
which he attacked, he wrote: “As I passed 
[Rangers defender] Terry Fenwick, Peter 
Beardsley made a run outside him. Alan 
McDonald, who was tracking Peter’s 
run, moved across. As I saw McDonald 
coming, I checked back inside him, tricked 
Gavin Maguire and glided through on goal. 

“I meant to side-foot the ball and this 
time it stayed low and flew past [QPR 
goalkeeper] David Seaman. I scored a 
good goal at Arsenal, where I dribbled 
past four players, but that second against 
QPR was the most unforgettable.”

John Barnes The Autobiography
published 1999 by Headline Books

HISTORY OF LIVERPOOL FC IN 100 OBJECTSHISTORY OF LIVERPOOL FC IN 100 OBJECTS

About the goal which dazzled both his 
opponents that day and the Kop towards 
which he attacked, he wrote: “As I passed 
[Rangers defender] Terry Fenwick, Peter 
Beardsley made a run outside him. Alan 
McDonald, who was tracking Peter’s 
run, moved across. As I saw McDonald 
coming, I checked back inside him, tricked 
Gavin Maguire and glided through on goal. 

“I meant to side-foot the ball and this 
time it stayed low and flew past [QPR 
goalkeeper] David Seaman. I scored a 
good goal at Arsenal, where I dribbled 
past four players, but that second against 
QPR was the most unforgettable.”

Autobiography
1999 by Headline Books
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Get stuck 
into our 

junior 
section with 

everyone’s 
favourite 
Liverpool 
FC-mad 

Liver Bird! KOP
We’ve made three little changes to the 
picture on the right – but what are they?

Mighty’s gone mad in Photoshop 
– can you guess who this is?

Can you 
recognise this 
Reds star from 

his boots?

A LN DF N RI A AE G M S

D AA NR I LE DF O

A YS AK NT GH
I OK PO N P

Unscramble the names of these three Anfield landmarks

S
T
A
T

C
H
A
T

A
Unscramble 

ANSWERS: 
Warp factor: Gini 
Wijnaldum Fancy feet: 
Roberto Firmino
Spot the difference: 
LFC missing from 
Mane’s sock; badge 
missing from Swans 
shirt right; letter 
missing from 
Swans shorts left. 
Anagrams: 
1. Anfield Road 
2. Spion Kop 
3. Shankly Gates

POT THE DIFFERENCE

 FANCY
FEET

Top three 

scorers for LFC 

in Prem: Fowler 

(128); Gerrard 

(120); Owen 
(118)

4,227 passes by LFC in this season’s Prem – more than any other team again!

49 shots on 

target by LFC in 

this season’s 

Prem – more 

than any other 

team!

630 mins played in PL by Nathaniel Clyne in 2016/17 – most by an LFC player!

E L S
S



Charity No 1079309   
Company No 3876305

YEARS OF TRANSFORMING 
GRASSROOTS FOOTBALL

 @FootballFoundtn  Youtube.com/Footballfdn

 flickr.com/footballfoundation  linkedIn.com/football-foundation www.footballfoundation.org.uk  
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We Embrace
Difference
Regardless.

Liverpool Football Club would like all
supporters to experience an environment

free from any forms of discrimination.

If you witness any anti-social or discriminatory
behaviour, we ask you to report this to your
nearest steward in confidence or you can

text +44 (0)7479 638022
providing details of the incident and the

location in the stadium.

The Club will investigate all complaints.

We thank you for your continued support.

You’ll Never Walk Alone

Embrace-Prog-halfpage.indd   1 17/12/2015   12:42
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To mark 
the official 
opening of 
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T here’s a proud group of children 
in Uganda now wearing the all-red 
of Liverpool FC thanks to the club’s 

official charity and Merseyside Fire & 
Rescue Service (MFRS).

Liverpool FC Foundation recently 
donated the unused kit to the East African 
Playgrounds Charity, following an appeal 
from MFRS firefighter Steve Cummins on 
behalf of his niece who works with the 
charity. The kits have since become the 
official uniform for its new school. Steve 
says: “The school was overwhelmed 
by the kits, with special thanks going to 
MFRS watch manager Dave Cartwright 
[who originally contacted LFC]. There 
was a match played immediately and 
the children were thrilled.” 

Kit donations have been a cornerstone 
of LFC Foundation’s work for more than 
20 years, with countries in Africa, Asia, 
South America and beyond benefiting in 
addition to the local community.

Back home first-teamers Marko Grujic 
and Dejan Lovren visited Anfield Sports 
Community Centre (ASCC) to support the 
Foundation’s Respect 4 All programme, 
taking part in a coaching session and 
giving out signed scarves. 

The Foundation has two Respect 4 

| L IVERPOOL FC FOUNDATION |

LIVERPOOL FC FOUNDATION IS THE OFFICIAL CHARITY OF LIVERPOOL FOOTBALL CLUB. 
WE DELIVER A RANGE OF INITIATIVES THAT INSPIRE PEOPLE FROM ALL WALKS OF LIFE 
TO MAKE POSITIVE CHANGE HAPPEN FOR THEMSELVES AND THEIR COMMUNITIES.

GIVING SOMETHING BACK
All centres, at ASCC and on the Wirral, 
delivering free impairment-specific 
coaching to young people and adults 
with complex additional needs.

“It is a privilege to come down,” said 
Dejan. “To give something back to the 
community is important and it’s an honour 
that we’re in a position to be involved with 
LFC Foundation events like this.”

Over at the Academy in Kirkby the club 
has hosted a multi-faith event bringing 
together schools from across the city. 
Themed ‘Respect One Another, Football, 
Friendship and Faith’, it was supported 

67

The latest LFC Foundation news: making a difference from Anfield to Africa

by the Merseyside Council of Faiths and 
the Liverpool Community Spirit, and 
featured fun activities including friendly 
football matches and games. More than 
80 children took part from eight primary 
schools: All Saints, Anfield, King David, 
New Park, Kingsley, Kensington, St 
Francis de Sales and St Silas.

Andrea Cooper, head of Liverpool FC 
Foundation, said: “We are delighted that 
this pilot event was a big success and 
so well-received. This is all about bringing 
young people and communities together 
in an engaging way.”

Youngsters at the multi-faith event

Some of the children 
at the Uganda charity 
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| IN THE PICTURE |

Featuring a Stevie scorcher, 
Dalglish delight, Stepney save 

and Cantona comeback

BACK
STORY

Denis Law heads home to give United a 1-0 home win in December 1968

Steven Gerrard scores from long-range in the 2003 Worthington Cup final

Ronnie Whelan beats the dive of Gary Bailey to score the winner in the 1983 Milk Cup final

Sir Bobby Charlton presents flowers in memory of Hillsborough before the Premier League meeting  in Sept 2012

Fernando Torres celebrates his goal in a 4-1 win at Old Trafford in March 2009

LIVERPOOL V 
MANCHESTER UNITED
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| IN THE PICTURE |

STORY

Kenny Dalglish turns in triumph after equalising in the 1-1 draw at Old Trafford in Feb 1983

Roberto Firmino scores the Reds’ second in the UEFA Europa League clash in March

Nobby Stiles challenges Ian St John in the Charity Shield fixture at Old Trafford in August 1965

Alex Stepney saves from Kenny Dalglish during the Scot’s LFC debut in the 1977 Charity Shield

Eric Cantona celebrates his penalty in the 2-2 draw at Old Trafford in October 1995

Pepe Reina leaps on David Ngog after the striker’s late goal in October 2009



Are you a Season Ticket Holder unable  
to attend the Premier League game 
against West Bromwich Albion next 
Saturday 22 October (kick-off 5.30pm)? 
It needn’t mean your seat go unoccupied, 
or that you can’t reduce the cost of your 
2017/18 Season Ticket. Sell your ticket 
with our Ticket Exchange and you could 
receive up to £44.25* towards the  
cost of your Season Ticket. Please  
visit www.liverpoolfc.com/tickets/ticket-
exchange to release your ticket seat  
back into the Ticket Exchange or call  
0151 264 2500 for more information. 
*Based on a central location in the  
Main Stand. T&Cs apply.
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■ YOUNG ADULT CONCESSIONS 
Supporters aged 17-21 receive a 50 per 
cent reduction on full-price Premier 
League match tickets. 20,000 tickets will 
be made available across the Premier 
League season to ensure young people 
have improved access to Anfield.
■ LOCAL GENERAL SALE 
Exclusively available to fans with an L 
postcode. £9 tickets will go on sale online 
around four weeks before a Premier 
League home game (one ticket per 
person). Also available for cup games. 

PREMIER LEAGUE AWAY GAMES
Tickets are made available to Season Ticket Holders, Members and Fan Card  
Holders based on previous attendance at Premier League games played during 
2015/16. Specific selling details can be found at liverpoolfc.com/tickets. 

AWAY GAME COACH TRAVEL
Date Fixture Departs Fare 
29.10.16 Crystal Palace 10am £29
Coach tickets can be purchased at liverpoolfc.com/tickets. 

CUP HOME & AWAY GAMES
Visit liverpool.com/tickets for specific selling details. For information on prices 
please visit liverpoolfc.com/tickets/lfc-ticket-prices.

PLEASE CHECK ONLINE 
FOR TICKET AVAILABILITY 

AT LIVERPOOLFC.COM/
TICKETS 

SEASON-TICKET HOLDERS: CAN’T MAKE THE MATCH? DON’T MISS OUT

NEW FOR SEASON 2016/17

TICKET NEWS

YOU CAN PURCHASE 
MATCHDAY HOSPITALITY 
ONLINE AT HOSPITALITY.

LIVERPOOLFC.COM OR 
ALTERNATIVELY CALL  

0151 264 2222 

DISABLED SUPPORTERS, 
PLEASE VISIT 

LIVERPOOLFC.COM/
TICKETS/ACCESSIBILITY 

LFC OFFICIAL 
MEMBERSHIP OFFERS 
ACCESS TO TICKETS 
FOR EVERY PREMIER 
LEAGUE HOME GAME. 

VISIT LIVERPOOLFC.COM/
MEMBERSHIP OR CALL 

0151 264 2500

■ LOCAL MEMBERS SALE 
Members with an L postcode who do  
not purchase during the Official  
Members’ ticket sales in July and 
November will have a further opportunity 
to purchase tickets for Premier League 
games. 10,000 full price tickets per  
season will be sold online separately on a 
game-by-game basis around six weeks 
before a match (one ticket per person).
■ ALL OF THE ABOVE SALES are subject  
to availability and restrictions apply.  
For sale dates and further details,  
please visit liverpoolfc.com/tickets/
tickets-availability.
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Shuttle-bus services run from 
Sandhills station on Merseyrail 
Northern Line and from Anfield on 
matchdays. Soccerbus tickets can 
be bought at the same time as your 
rail ticket. Merseyrail prepaid tickets 
are also accepted. Call Traveline on 
0871 200 2233 for more info. Traveline 
provides advice on travel to any 
other British destination via public 
transport, such as away games.

PUBLIC TRANSPORTDISABLED MATCHDAY TICKET PRICES 2016/17
Tier Stand Adult Over 65 Junior Young Adult

1 Main Stand £44 £33 £7 £22
2 Centenary/Main Stand £43 £32 £7 £21
3 Centenary/Main Stand £41 £31 £7 £21
4 Anfield Rd Upper/Centenary/Main Stand £40 £30 £7 £20
5 Anfield Rd £36 £27 £7 £18
6 Anfield Rd £35 £26 £7 £18
7 Anfield Rd Lower/Main Stand £34.50 £26 £7 £17
8 Kop £32 £24 £7 £16
9 Kop £31.50 £24 £7 £16
10 Kop £29 £22 £7 £14
11 Kop £28 £21 £7 £14
12 Main Stand Upper £9 £9 £7 £9

Disabled status refers to ticket holders who are disabled, ambulant disabled or visually impared. One FREE personal assistant is allocated to each disabled admission.

Customer Services tel:  0151 264 2500  
overseas +44 (0) 151 907 9399

MATCHDAY TICKET PRICES 2016/17
Tier Stand Adult Over 65 Junior Young Adult

1 Main Stand £59 £44 £9 £29.50
2 Centenary/Main Stand £57 £43 £9 £28.50
3 Centenary/Main Stand £55 £41 £9 £27.50
4 Anfield Rd Upper/Centenary/Main Stand £53 £40 £9 £26.50
5 Anfield Rd £48 £36 £9 £24
6 Anfield Rd £47 £35 £9 £23.50
7 Anfield Rd Lower/Main Stand £46 £34.50 £9 £23
8 Kop £43 £32 £9 £21.50
9 Kop £42 £31.50 £9 £21
10 Kop £39 £29 £9 £19.50
11 Kop £37 £28 £9 £18.50
12 Main Stand Upper £9 £9 £9 £9

TICKET OFFICE 
OPENING HOURS
Non-Matchdays Mon-Fri 8.15am-3.45pm  
Sat 9.15am-3pm Sun CLOSED 
Matchdays Mon-Fri 8.15am-KO  
Sat 9.15am-KO Sun 9.15am-KO  
Customer Services Mon-Fri 8.15am-5.45pm  
Sat 9.15am-3pm Sun CLOSED

Family areas are predominantly located in the Upper Anfield Road Stand Areas 222-224 only, unless otherwise advertised, and must be purchased as adult/junior combined tickets.
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MATCH REPORT

LIVERPOOL v

SATURDAY 24 SEPTEMBER 2016SCORERS: LALLANA (17) MILNER (30, 71 PENS) 
MANE (36), COUTINHO (52)

LINE-UP: (4-3-3): KARIUS, CLYNE, MATIP, 
KLAVAN, MILNER, HENDERSON (C) (CAN 74), 

WIJNALDUM, LALLANA (STURRIDGE 69), 
MANE, FIRMINO, COUTINHO (GRUJIC 74)
SUBS NOT USED: MIGNOLET, MORENO, 

LUCAS, ORIGI 
BOOKED: MILNER

SCORER: MEYLER (51)
LINE-UP: (4-5-1): MARSHALL, ELMOHAMADY, 

LIVERMORE, DAVIES (C), ROBERTSON, 
SNODGRASS, HUDDLESTONE (MAGUIRE 45), 
CLUCAS, MASON [HENRIKSEN 73, DIOMANDE 
(MEYLER 33), HERNANDEZ SUBS NOT USED: 

JAKUPOVIC, MALONEY, MBOKANI, KEANE 
BOOKED: HUDDLESTONE, MASON

SENT OFF: ELMOHAMADY

KICK-OFF 3PM

HT 3-0

HULL CITY

5 - 1
74  POSSESSION (%)   26
32  SHOTS  2
12           SHOTS ON TARGET                           1
13 CORNERS   2
8 FOULS        8

0 OFFSIDES  1

TWEETS@JHENDERSON ANOTHER GOOD PERFORMANCE FROM EVERYONE!! 
NEED TO KEEP IT GOING, BRILLIANT ATMOSPHERE AGAIN! #YNWA

@LORISKARIUS 5-1 HOME WIN! NOT A BAD START TO MY @PREMIERLEAGUE 
CAREER! MASSIVE TEAM PERFORMANCE! LFCVHCFC #YNWA

PREMIER LEAGUE VENUE: ANFIELD ATTENDANCE: 53,109 REFEREE: ANDRE MARRINER CARSLBERG MAN OF THE MATCH: ADAM LALLANA
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HULL-ABALOO

THE REDS ARE already running rampant when 
the Tigers go down to ten men; in the end it’s two 
pens for Milner, another cracker by Coutinho, 
and a goal apiece for Lallana (above) and Mane.

COUTINHO’S STRIKE, fired home within seconds 
of Hull’s goal, was his eighth from outside the 
penalty box in the Premier League since the 
start of 2015, two more than any other player.

JÜRGEN KLOPP: ”It was a world-class 
performance in counter-pressing. We didn’t  
give Hull the opportunity to create confidence.  
It was wonderful to watch. All in all, really good.”
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MATCH REPORT

SWANSEA CITY v
PREMIER LEAGUE VENUE: LIBERTY STADIUM ATTENDANCE: 20,862 REFEREE: MICHAEL OLIVER CARSLBERG MAN OF THE MATCH: ROBERTO FIRMINO

SATURDAY 1 OCTOBER 2016SCORER: FER (8)
LINE-UP: (4-3-3): FABIANSKI; RANGEL, 

VAN DER HOORN, AMAT, NAUGHTON; 
BRITTON (C) (KI SUNG-YEUNG 63), CORK, FER 

(FULTON 72); ROUTLEDGE (BARROW 62), 
BORJA, SIGURDDSSON.

SUBS NOT USED: NORDFELDT, TAYLOR, 
MAWSON, MCBURNIE 

BOOKED: CORK, BRITTON

SCORERS: FIRMINO (54) MILNER (84 PEN)
LINE-UP: (4-3-3): KARIUS; CLYNE, MATIP, 

LOVREN, MILNER; HENDERSON (C), 
WIJNALDUM (CAN 85), LALLANA 

(STURRIDGE 23); MANE, 
FIRMINO (ORIGI 85), COUTINHO 

SUBS NOT USED: MIGNOLET, 
MORENO, KLAVAN, LUCAS

BOOKED: STURRIDGE, HENDERSON

KICK-OFF 12.30PM (LIVE ON SKY SPORTS)

HT 1 -0

LIVERPOOL

1 - 2
41 POSSESSION (%)   59
8  SHOTS        18
3  SHOTS ON TARGET    6
3  CORNERS       10 
11 FOULS    9

TWEETS@ROBERTO_FIRMINO GREAT TEAM PERFORMANCE…MATCH TURNED 
AROUND…4TH CONSECUTIVE WIN IN #PL…3RD GOAL IN #PL = PERFECT

@JHENDERSON BIG 3 POINTS! WELL DONE @ROBERTO_FIRMINO AND 
MILLY ON THEIR GOALS! FANS WERE BRILLIANT AGAIN!…

625 TOUCHES     804



| SUBJECT MATTER |
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NICE SWAN

IT’S THE FIRST time the Reds have won four 
consecutive Premier League games under 
manager Jürgen Klopp and the perfect way  
to end his first full year at the helm.

LIVERPOOL HAVE SCORED more Premier League 
goals on their travels than any other team 
during 2016. The two today include a fourth 
penalty of the season from James Milner. 

THE MANAGER: ”If Milner is our top scorer at 
the end of the season with penalties, I have no 
problem with it. All is good. The performance 
was not perfect but it was good enough.”
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STATS 2016/17

POSITION CLUB   P W D L  GF  GA  GD  PTS
1 Manchester City 7 6  0  1  18  7  11  18
2 Tottenham Hotspur 7  5  2  0  12 3  9  17
3 Arsenal 7  5  1  1  16  7  9 16
4 Liverpool 7  5  1  1  18  10  8  16
5 Everton 7  4  2  1  11  5  6  14
6 Manchester United 7  4  1  2  13  8  5 13
7 Chelsea 7  4  1 2  12  9  3  13
8 Crystal Palace 7 3  2  2  11  8  3  11
9 West Bromwich Albion 7  2  3  2  8  7  1  9
10 Southampton 7  2  3 2  7  6  1  9
11 Watford 7  2 2  3 12  13  -1  8
12 Leicester City 7  2 2  3  8  11  -3  8
13 AFC Bournemouth 7  2  2 3  6  11  -5 8
14 Burnley 7  2  1  4  5  9  -4  7
15 Hull City 7  2  1  4  7  14  -7  7
16 Middlesbrough 7  1  3  3  7  10  -3  6
17 Swansea City 7  1  1  5  6  12  -6  4
18 West Ham United 7  1  1  5  8  17  -9  4
19 Stoke City 7  0  3  4  5  16  -11  3
20 Sunderland 7  0  2  5  6  13  -7  2

PREMIER LEAGUE TABLE 2016/17

Trent Alexander-Arnold 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cameron Brannagan 0 0 0 0  0 0  0 0
Emre Can 0 (3)  0 0 0  1 (1) 0  1 (4) 0
Pedro Chirivella 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Nathaniel Clyne 7  0 0 0  2 0  9 0
Philippe Coutinho 6 (1)  3 0 0  1 1  7 (1) 4
Ovie Ejaria 0 0 0 0  0 (1) 0  0 (1) 0
Roberto Firmino 6 3 0 0  2 1  8 4
Joe Gomez 0  0 0 0  0 0  0 0
Marko Grujic 0 (2) 0 0 0 1 0 1 (2) 0
Jordan Henderson 7  1 0 0  2 0  9 1
Danny Ings 0  0 0 0  0 (1) 0  0 (1) 0
Loris Karius 2 0 0 0  1 0  3 0
Ragnar Klavan 3 0 0 0 1 1 4 1
Adam Lallana 7 3 0 0  1 0  8 3
Dejan Lovren 5 1 0 0  1 0  6 1
Lucas 1 (1)  0 0 0  1 0  2 (1) 0
Sadio Mane 6 3 0 0 1 0 7 3
Alex Manninger 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Joel Matip 5 0 0 0  2 0  7 0
Simon Mignolet 5  0 0 0  1 0  6 0
James Milner 6  4 0 0  1 0  7 4
Albert Moreno 1 (2)  0 0 0  1 0  2 (2) 0
Sheyi Ojo 0  0 0 0  0 0  0 0
Divock Origi 0 (5)  0 0 0  2 2  2 (5) 2
Connor Randall 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Mamadou Sakho 0  0 0 0  0 0  0 0
Kevin Stewart 0 (4)  0 0 0  0 (1) 0  0 (5) 0
Daniel Sturridge 3 (3) 0 0 0  0 (1) 2  3 (4) 2
Georginio Wijnaldum 7 0 0 0 0 (1) 0 7 (1) 0

PLAYER  PREMIER LEAGUE EMIRATES FA CUP EFL CUP  TOTAL
 games    goals games       goals games       goals  games         goals 

LIVERPOOL FOOTBALL CLUB - GAMES AND GOALS 2016/17

MOST LFC GOALS IN FIRST 100 GAMES 

EIGHTEEN CARAT FOOTBALL
Liverpool’s 2-1 win at Swansea 

meant they have scored 18 goals 
in their opening seven league 

games – only once in the Premier 
League have they netted more at 

this stage: 22 in 2009/10

SAM RAYBOULD 68 100TH  GAME IN 1903
ROGER HUNT 68 100TH  GAME IN 1962

JACK PARKINSON 64 100TH  GAME IN 1909
 ALBERT STUBBINS 61 100TH  GAME IN 1949
 JOHN ALDRIDGE 61 100TH  GAME IN 1989

 FERNANDO TORRES 61 100TH  GAME IN 2009
IAN RUSH 56 100TH  GAME IN 1983

GORDON HODGSON 55 100TH  GAME IN 1928
ROBBIE FOWLER 55 100TH  GAME IN 1995

DANIEL STURRIDGE 55* NEXT GAME WILL BE HIS 100TH
FIGURES RELATE TO ALL COMPETITIONS. DANIEL  

STURRIDGE COULD PLAY HIS 100TH LFC GAME TONIGHT

THE INTERCEPTORS

16
Liverpool’s tally of 
16 points from the 
first seven games 
is their third-best 
in the Premier 
League era; they 
acquired 17 points 
in the 2008/09 and 
1996/97 seasons
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1 Loris Karius Biberach an der Riss, Germany 22.06.93 2 0  0 0  1 0  0 0  3 0
2 Nathaniel Clyne Stockwell, England 05.04.91 40 1  1 0  6 1  14 0  61 2
3 Mamadou Sakho Paris, France 13.02.90 56 2  5 0  7 0  12 1  80 3
5 Georginio Wijnaldum Rotterdam, Holland 11.11.90 7 0  0 0  1 0  0 0  8 0
6 Dejan Lovren Zenica, Bosnia & Herzegovina 05.07.89 55 1  5 0  7 1  16 1  83 3
7 James Milner Wortley, England 04.01.86 34 9  1 0  5 0  12 2  52 11
10 Philippe Coutinho Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 12.06.92 114 24  11 4  9 2  19 2  153 32
11 Roberto Firmino Maceio, Brazil 02.10.91 37 13  0 0  7 1  13 1  57 15
12 Joe Gomez Lewisham, England 23.05.97 5 0  0 0  0 0  2 0  7 0
13 Alex Manninger Salzburg, Austria 04.06.77 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 Jordan Henderson Sunderland, England 17.06.90 163 20  17 0  19 1  22 2  221 23
15 Daniel Sturridge Birmingham, England 01.09.89 75 43  9 3  5 6  10 3  99 55
16 Marko Grujic Belgrade, Serbia 13.04.96 2 0  0 0  1 0  0 0  3 0
17 Ragnar Klavan Viljandi, Estonia 30.10.85 3 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 4 1
18 Alberto Moreno Seville, Spain 05.07.92 63 3  4 0  9 0  19 0  95 3
19 Sadio Mane Sedhioul, Senegal 10.04.92 6 3  0 0  1 0  0 0  7 3
20 Adam Lallana St Albans, England 10.05.88 64 12  4 1  11 0  19 3  98 16
21 Lucas Dourados, Brazil 09.01.87 225 1  15 1  21 1  57 3  318 6
22 Simon Mignolet Sint-Truiden, Belgium 06.03.88 113 0  10 0  9 0  23 0  155 0
23 Emre Can Frankfurt, Germany 12.01.94 60 2  6 0  10 0  18 1  94 3
25 Cameron Brannagan  Salford, England 09.05.96 3 0  3 0  1 0  2 0  9 0
26 Tiago Ilori London, England 26.02.93 0 0  3 0  0 0  0 0  3 0
27 Divock Origi Ostend, Belgium 18.04.95 21 5 1 0 6 5 12 2 40 12
28 Danny Ings Winchester, England 23.07.92 6 3  0 0  2 1  2 0  10 3
32 Joel Matip Bochum, Germany 08.08.91 5 0  0 0  2 0  0 0  7 0
34 Adam Bogdan Budapest, Hungary 27.09.87 2 0  1 0  3 0  0 0  6 0
35 Kevin Stewart Enfi eld, England 07.09.93 11 0  4 0  1 0  0 0  16 0
38 Jon Flanagan Liverpool, England 01.01.93 40 1  6 0  3 0  1 0  50 1
39 Ryan Fulton Burnley, England 23.05.96 0 0  0 0  0 0  0 0  0 0
40 Ryan Kent Oldham, England 11.11.96 0 0  1 0  0 0  0 0  1 0
41 Jack Dunn Liverpool, England 19.11.94 0 0  0 0  0 0  0 0  0 0
47 Andre Wisdom Leeds, England 09.05.93 14 0  2 0  2 0  4 1  22 1
50 Lazar Markovic Cacak, Serbia 02.03.94 20 2  6 0  5 1 4  0 34 3
52 Danny Ward Wrexham, Wales 22.06.93 2 0  0 0  0 0  0 0  2 0
53 Ovie Ejaria London, England 18.11.97 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
54 Sheyi Ojo Hemel Hempstead, England 19.06.97 8 0  3 1 0 0  0 0  11 1
56 Connor Randall Liverpool, England 21.10.95 3 0  2 0  2 0  0 0  7 0
66 Trent Alexander-Arnold Liverpool, England 07.10.98 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
68 Pedro Chirivella Valencia, Spain 23.05.97 1 0  3 0  0 0  1 0  5 0
Allan Porto Alegre, Brazil 03.03.97 0 0  0 0  0 0  0 0  0 0
Taiwo Awoniyi Ilorin, Nigeria 12.08.97 0 0  0 0  0 0  0 0  0 0
Sam Hart Bolton, England 10.09.96 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

PLAYER BIRTHPLACE  DOB LEAGUE FA CUP LGE CUP  EUROPEAN  LFC
   games  goals games  goals  games  goals  games  goals  games  goals  games  goals

LIVERPOOL FOOTBALL CLUB PLAYER CAREER STATISTICS
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PREMIER LEAGUE 2016/17 MOST PASSES BY CLUB

503

 292
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Players in red are on loan at the following clubs: Adam Bogdan (Wigan Athletic), Jon Flanagan (Burnley), Ryan Fulton (Chesterfield), Ryan Kent (Barnsley), Jack Dunn (Morecambe), 
Andre Wisdom (Red Bull Salzburg), Lazar Markovic (Sporting Lisbon), Danny Ward (Huddersfield), Allan (Hertha Berlin), Taiwo Awoniyi (NEC Nijnegen) & Sam Hart (Port Vale).
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| STATS |

Sun Aug 14  Arsenal  SKY 4-3  2nd Michael Oliver 4.00 PM 60,033 Mignolet Clyne Lovren I Klavan Moreno I  Wijnaldum   Henderson Lallana 1 I   Coutinho 2   Mane 1 Firmino Can   Origi  Stewart   Al’der-Arnold Matip Grujic  Manninger
Sat Aug 20  Burnley -  0-2 9th Lee Mason 3.00 PM 21,313 Mignolet Clyne Lovren Klavan Milner    Wijnaldum HendersonI Lallana     Coutinho Firmino Sturridge  Origi   Moreno  Grujic   Matip Stewart Can Manninger 
Tue Aug 23  Burton Albion (EFLC 2) SKY 5-0*  -  Simon Hooper 7.45 PM 6,450 Mignolet Clyne Lovren Matip Milner  Can   Henderson Lallana    Mane Firmino 1   Origi 1 Sturridge 2   Wijnaldum  Stewart   Moreno Klavan Ings Manninger
Sat Aug 27  Tottenham Hotspur  SKY  1 - 1  11th  Robert Madley 12.30 PM 31,211 Mignolet Clyne Lovren I Matip I Milner 1 P   Wijnaldum Henderson Lallana     Coutinho I    Mane I  Firmino Origi    Sturridge  Stewart   Moreno Lucas Grujic Manninger
Sat Sep 10  LEICESTER CITY  BT 4-1 5th Craig Pawson 5.30 PM 53,075 Mignolet Clyne Lucas Matip Milner   Wijnaldum  Henderson I Lallana 1 Mane 1   Firmino 2 Sturridge   Coutinho  Stewart  Moreno   Klavan Grujic Origi Karius
Fri Sep 16  Chelsea  SKY  2-1 6th Martin Atkinson 8.00 PM 41,514 Mignolet Clyne Lovren 1 Matip Milner   Wijnaldum   Henderson 1 Lallana Coutinho  Mane Sturridge   Origi  Lucas I Stewart   Moreno Ejaria Grujic Karius
Tue Sep 20  Derby County (EFLC 3)  -  3-0 -   Graham Scott 7.45 PM 26,245 Karius Clyne Klavan 1 Matip Moreno I   Lucas  Henderson   GrujicI Coutinho 1  Firmino   Origi 1 Can   Ings  Ejaria   Lovren Milner  Mane Mignolet
Sat Sep 24  HULL CITY  -   5-1 4th  Andre Marriner 3.00 PM 53,109 Karius Clyne Klavan   Matip Milner 2 PI  Wijnaldum Henderson  Lallana 1   Coutinho 1   Mane 1 Firmino Sturridge   Can  Grujic   Moreno Lucas Origi Mignolet
Sat Oct 1  Swansea City  SKY  2-1 4th  Michael Oliver 12.30 PM 20,862 Karius Clyne Lovren Matip Milner 1 p Wijnaldum   Henderson I Lallana 1   Coutinho Mane Firmino 1  Sturridge  I Origi  Can   Moreno Klavan  Lucas Mignolet 
Mon Oct 17  MANCHESTER UNITED SKY  -      8.00 PM   
Sat Oct 22  WEST BROM  BT   -      5.30 PM   
Tue Oct 25  TOTTENHAM (EFLC 4] SKY     -    7.45 PM              
Sat Oct 29  Crystal Palace  BT    -     5.30 PM   
Sun Nov 6  WATFORD  SKY   -      2.15 PM   
Sat Nov 19  Southampton  -    -      3.00 PM   
Sat Nov 26  SUNDERLAND  -    -      3.00 PM    
Tue Nov 29  (EFLC 5)  -     -                
Sat Dec 3  AFC Bournemouth  -   -      3.00 PM   
Sat Dec 10  WEST HAM UNITED  -    -      3.00 PM   
Wed Dec 14  Middlesbrough  -    -      7.45 PM   
Sat Dec 17  Everton  -    -      3.00 PM   
Mon Dec 26  STOKE CITY  -    -      3.00 PM   
Sat Dec 31  MANCHESTER CITY  -    -      3.00 PM   
Mon Jan 2  Sunderland  -    -      7.45 PM   
Sat Jan 7  Emirates FA Cup 3  -   -      
Tue Jan 10  (EFLC S-F1)  -     -     
Sat Jan 14  Manchester United   -   -      3.00 PM   
Tue Jan 24  (EFLC S-F2)  -             
Sat Jan 21  SWANSEA CITY  -   -     3.00 PM   
Sat Jan 28  Emirates FA Cup 4  -    -    
Wed Feb 1  CHELSEA  -    -      8.00 PM   
Sat Feb 4  Hull City  -    -      3.00 PM   
Sat Feb 11  TOTTENHAM HOTSPUR -    -      3.00 PM   
Sat Feb 18  Emirates FA Cup 5  -    -    
Sat Feb 25  Leicester City  -    -      3.00 PM   
Sun Feb 26  (EFLC Final)  -   -
Sat Mar 4  ARSENAL  -    -      3.00 PM   
Sat Mar 11  Emirates FA Cup 6  -    -    
Sun Mar 12  BURNLEY  -    -      4.00 PM   
Sat Mar 18  Manchester City  -    -      3.00 PM   
Sat Apr 1  EVERTON  -    -      3.00 PM   
Wed Apr 5  AFC BOURNEMOUTH  -    -      8.00 PM   
Sat Apr 8  Stoke City  -    -      3.00 PM   
Sun Apr 16  West Bromwich Albion -    -      4.00 PM   
Sat Apr22  CRYSTAL PALACE  -    -      3.00 PM   
Sat Apr 22  Emirates FA Cup S-F  -    -    
Sat Apr 29  Watford  -    -      3.00 PM   
Sat May 6  SOUTHAMPTON  -    -      3.00 PM   
Sat May 13  West Ham United  -    -      3.00 PM   
Sun May 21  MIDDLESBROUGH  -    -     3.00 PM   
Sat May 27  Emirates FA Cup Final  -    -     

DATE OPPOSITION  TV RES POS  REFEREE KICK-OFF ATT              SUBSTITUTES

Key: Red = Home fixture   I = yellow card   I = red card    P  = Penalty  * = own-goal    First substitute   Second substitute   Third substitute

FIXTURES & RESULTS 2016/17

NEXT UP FOR THE REDS…
This evening’s encounter is the 
first of three at Anfield in the space 
of nine days. More Premier League 
points are up for grabs on Saturday 
tea-time when West Bromwich 
Albion are our visitors. The Reds 
will be aiming to claim a victory 
which eluded them in both outings 
against the Baggies last term: a 
2-2 draw here being followed by 
a 1-1 deadlock at The Hawthorns 
in the final fixture of the 2015/16 
league campaign. Tottenham 
Hotspur then make the trip to L4 in 
the EFL Cup on Tuesday week.

NEW 
ISSUE 

ON SALE 
NOW 
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| STATS |

Sun Aug 14  Arsenal  SKY 4-3  2nd Michael Oliver 4.00 PM 60,033 Mignolet Clyne Lovren I Klavan Moreno I  Wijnaldum   Henderson Lallana 1 I   Coutinho 2   Mane 1 Firmino Can   Origi  Stewart   Al’der-Arnold Matip Grujic  Manninger
Sat Aug 20  Burnley -  0-2 9th Lee Mason 3.00 PM 21,313 Mignolet Clyne Lovren Klavan Milner    Wijnaldum HendersonI Lallana     Coutinho Firmino Sturridge  Origi   Moreno  Grujic   Matip Stewart Can Manninger 
Tue Aug 23  Burton Albion (EFLC 2) SKY 5-0*  -  Simon Hooper 7.45 PM 6,450 Mignolet Clyne Lovren Matip Milner  Can   Henderson Lallana    Mane Firmino 1   Origi 1 Sturridge 2   Wijnaldum  Stewart   Moreno Klavan Ings Manninger
Sat Aug 27  Tottenham Hotspur  SKY  1 - 1  11th  Robert Madley 12.30 PM 31,211 Mignolet Clyne Lovren I Matip I Milner 1 P   Wijnaldum Henderson Lallana     Coutinho I    Mane I  Firmino Origi    Sturridge  Stewart   Moreno Lucas Grujic Manninger
Sat Sep 10  LEICESTER CITY  BT 4-1 5th Craig Pawson 5.30 PM 53,075 Mignolet Clyne Lucas Matip Milner   Wijnaldum  Henderson I Lallana 1 Mane 1   Firmino 2 Sturridge   Coutinho  Stewart  Moreno   Klavan Grujic Origi Karius
Fri Sep 16  Chelsea  SKY  2-1 6th Martin Atkinson 8.00 PM 41,514 Mignolet Clyne Lovren 1 Matip Milner   Wijnaldum   Henderson 1 Lallana Coutinho  Mane Sturridge   Origi  Lucas I Stewart   Moreno Ejaria Grujic Karius
Tue Sep 20  Derby County (EFLC 3)  -  3-0 -   Graham Scott 7.45 PM 26,245 Karius Clyne Klavan 1 Matip Moreno I   Lucas  Henderson   GrujicI Coutinho 1  Firmino   Origi 1 Can   Ings  Ejaria   Lovren Milner  Mane Mignolet
Sat Sep 24  HULL CITY  -   5-1 4th  Andre Marriner 3.00 PM 53,109 Karius Clyne Klavan   Matip Milner 2 PI  Wijnaldum Henderson  Lallana 1   Coutinho 1   Mane 1 Firmino Sturridge   Can  Grujic   Moreno Lucas Origi Mignolet
Sat Oct 1  Swansea City  SKY  2-1 4th  Michael Oliver 12.30 PM 20,862 Karius Clyne Lovren Matip Milner 1 p Wijnaldum   Henderson I Lallana 1   Coutinho Mane Firmino 1  Sturridge  I Origi  Can   Moreno Klavan  Lucas Mignolet
Mon Oct 17  MANCHESTER UNITED SKY  -      8.00 PM   
Sat Oct 22  WEST BROM  BT   -      5.30 PM   
Tue Oct 25  TOTTENHAM (EFLC 4] SKY     -    7.45 PM              
Sat Oct 29  Crystal Palace  BT    -     5.30 PM   
Sun Nov 6  WATFORD  SKY   -      2.15 PM   
Sat Nov 19  Southampton  -    -      3.00 PM   
Sat Nov 26  SUNDERLAND  -    -      3.00 PM    
Tue Nov 29  (EFLC 5)  -     -                
Sat Dec 3  AFC Bournemouth  -   -      3.00 PM   
Sat Dec 10  WEST HAM UNITED  -    -      3.00 PM   
Wed Dec 14  Middlesbrough  -    -      7.45 PM   
Sat Dec 17  Everton  -    -      3.00 PM   
Mon Dec 26  STOKE CITY  -    -      3.00 PM   
Sat Dec 31  MANCHESTER CITY  -    -      3.00 PM   
Mon Jan 2  Sunderland  -    -      7.45 PM   
Sat Jan 7  Emirates FA Cup 3  -   -      
Tue Jan 10  (EFLC S-F1)  -     -     
Sat Jan 14  Manchester United   -   -      3.00 PM   
Tue Jan 24  (EFLC S-F2)  -             
Sat Jan 21  SWANSEA CITY  -   -     3.00 PM   
Sat Jan 28  Emirates FA Cup 4  -    -    
Wed Feb 1  CHELSEA  -    -      8.00 PM   
Sat Feb 4  Hull City  -    -      3.00 PM   
Sat Feb 11  TOTTENHAM HOTSPUR -    -      3.00 PM   
Sat Feb 18  Emirates FA Cup 5  -    -    
Sat Feb 25  Leicester City  -    -      3.00 PM   
Sun Feb 26  (EFLC Final)  -   -
Sat Mar 4  ARSENAL  -    -      3.00 PM   
Sat Mar 11  Emirates FA Cup 6  -    -    
Sun Mar 12  BURNLEY  -    -      4.00 PM   
Sat Mar 18  Manchester City  -    -      3.00 PM   
Sat Apr 1  EVERTON  -    -      3.00 PM   
Wed Apr 5  AFC BOURNEMOUTH  -    -      8.00 PM   
Sat Apr 8  Stoke City  -    -      3.00 PM   
Sun Apr 16  West Bromwich Albion -    -      4.00 PM   
Sat Apr22  CRYSTAL PALACE  -    -      3.00 PM   
Sat Apr 22  Emirates FA Cup S-F  -    -    
Sat Apr 29  Watford  -    -      3.00 PM   
Sat May 6  SOUTHAMPTON  -    -      3.00 PM   
Sat May 13  West Ham United  -    -      3.00 PM   
Sun May 21  MIDDLESBROUGH  -    -     3.00 PM   
Sat May 27  Emirates FA Cup Final  -    -     

DATE OPPOSITION  TV RES POS  REFEREE KICK-OFF ATT              SUBSTITUTES

NEXT WEEKEND’S PL FIXTURES

Arsenal v Middlesbrough 
Bournemouth v Tottenham

Burnley v Everton
Hull City v Stoke City

Leicester City v Crystal Palace
Liverpool v West Brom

Swansea City v Watford
West Ham United v Sunderland
Man City v Southampton (Sun)

Chelsea v Man United (Sun) 

The Reds have claimed 2016/17’s first two goals of the month 
(Mane and Henderson) so it’s no wonder the latest issue of the 
official Liverpool FC magazine is a net-buster. Inside we tick off 
every past LFC goal-of-the-month winner since the Prem began, 
while Sadio talks exclusively about the current team’s attacking 
prowess. It’s Issue 51, it’s out now, and you can buy it AND the 
programme for just £6 in our matchday double-deal. Get in!

TO SUBSCRIBE TO THE MONTHLY MAGAZINE AND MATCHDAY PROGRAMME 
JUST VISIT WWW.SPORTMEDIASHOP.COM OR CALL 0845 143 0001

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES 
In the event of an emergency at Anfield you will hear 
a police message over the public address system. 

It will be preceded by a loud ‘bing-bong’ sound. 
Please remain where you are, listen to the message 
and, if it affects your area of the stadium, comply 
with the instructions immediately. 

These will direct you to a safe area, through 
exit gates and doors into car parks, roads or 
the pitch area.

If you are disabled or feel unsafe in a large crowd, 
remain where you are until the stewards assist you 
to leave. 

Above all, REMAIN CALM and DO NOT MOVE 
unless the announcement concerns your 
area of the stadium.

KICK- OUT DISCRIMINATION
Liverpool Football Club is fully committed to 
equality within the game, and will not tolerate 
racism, homophobia, or any form of discrimination 
both on and off the pitch.

Anyone who does witness behaviour which is likely 
to cause offence is encouraged to report this via the 
club’s dedicated Incident Line on 0800 298 4999. 

Please be aware of your nearest steward, to whom 

you can report any issues in confidence. The Club is 
committed to investigating all reported incidents, as 
we are fully determined to make Anfield a place that 
is open to all individuals, regardless of their race, 
religion, sexual orientation, age, gender or disability.

Help us to make Liverpool Football Club a 
welcoming environment to all.

REMINDER: USE OF PYROTECHNICS 
AND SMOKE BOMBS IS PROHIBITED
Liverpool Football Club would like to remind fans that 
flares, smoke bombs and pyrotechnics are illegal 
and prohibited. Any individual who is found taking 
these items to Anfield or any other stadium may face 
prosecution and a banning order.

The use of such devices breaches ground safety 
regulations and poses serious risk of injury to fellow 
fans. Although there has been a decrease in the use 
of these illegal items, there has been some instances 
recently where they have been used. 

The club would like to remind supporters of the 
serious consequences they may face surrounding 
the use of pyrotechnics.

Thank you for your continued support in 
keeping Anfield a safe and welcoming 
environment for all fans.

IT’S ALL ABOUT THE GOALS!
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■ LFC MATCHDAY TEAMS BASED AT CITY OF LIVERPOOL’S 
TRANSPORT HUBS TO ASSIST FANS HEADING FOR ANFIELD.
■ EXPRESS 917 BUS SERVICE RUNS DIRECT FROM ST JOHN’S  
LANE (CITY-CENTRE) TO ANFIELD UP TO EVERY 10 MINUTES  
ON MATCHDAY; £12 RETURN TICKET FOR GROUPS OF FOUR.
■ FREE PARKING AT EAST LANCASHIRE ROAD (A580) WHERE  
FANS CAN LEAVE THEIR CARS AND CONNECT TO 19 BUS SERVICE.
■ NEW TAXI PICK-UP POINTS LOCATED AROUND THE STADIUM.
■ FREE AND SECURE CYCLE HUB WITH AN ATTENDANT  
AVAILABLE IN STANLEY PARK NEXT TO THE STADIUM.

■ NEW PEDESTRIAN ROUTES SIGNPOSTED FROM LIME STREET  
AND NEARBY SANDHILLS AND KIRKDALE STATIONS FOR FANS  
USING MERSEYRAIL AND ALIGHTING AT THESE DESTINATIONS.
■ MERSEYRAIL PASSENGERS CAN ADD A RETURN SOCCERBUS 
TICKET (FROM SANDHILLS STATION) TO THEIR TRAIN TRAVEL  
FOR £1.60 ADULTS/£0.80 CHILDREN AT ANY STAFFED STATION.
■ FAN ZONES ON ANFIELD ROAD AND MAIN STAND PUBLIC REALM 
OPEN FOUR HOURS BEFORE KICK-OFF TO ENJOY BUILD-UP.
■ FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE VISIT LIVERPOOLFC.COM/
FANS/FAN-EXPERIENCE/GETTING-TO-ANFIELD.
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| L AST WORD |

Twenty years 
ago Melwood 

was the venue 
as a Fab Four 

with a difference 
showcased 

Liverpool FC’s 
latest away kit 
at the time. The 

mop-topped 
foursome were 

Steve McManaman 
(John), Rob Jones 

(Paul), Stan 
Collymore (Ringo) 

and Jason McAteer 
(George).

Last May a sun-
dappled Liverpool 
waterfront 
provided the 
setting as the 
club’s home kit 
for 2016/17 was 
revealed. Posing 
for a selfie are 
Gemma Bonner 
and Natasha 
Harding from 
the Ladies with 
Jordan Henderson, 
Philippe Coutinho 
and Simon 
Mignolet.



liverpoolfc.com/membership

Supporting LFC is more than 
a pastime, it’s a way of life. 
Manager, players and fans 
alike; we’re proud of the 
passion we show and the 
colour we wear. That colour 
is red; and red is for life.  

Don’t miss out, join now
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MANAGER: JÜRGEN KLOPP

1 LORIS KARIUS
2 NATHANIEL CLYNE
3 MAMADOU SAKHO
5 GEORGINIO WIJNALDUM
6 DEJAN LOVREN
7 JAMES MILNER
10 PHILIPPE COUTINHO
11 ROBERTO FIRMINO
12 JOE GOMEZ
13 ALEX MANNINGER
14 JORDAN HENDERSON
15 DANIEL STURRIDGE
16 MARKO GRUJIC
17 RAGNAR KLAVAN
18 ALBERTO MORENO
19 SADIO MANE
20 ADAM LALLANA
21 LUCAS
22 SIMON MIGNOLET
23 EMRE CAN
25 CAMERON BRANNAGAN
26 TIAGO ILORI
27 DIVOCK ORIGI
28 DANNY INGS
32 JOEL MATIP
35 KEVIN STEWART
53 OVIE EJARIA
54 SHEYI OJO
56 CONNOR RANDALL
66 TRENT ALEXANDER-ARNOLD
68 PEDRO CHIRIVELLA

MANAGER: JOSE MOURINHO

1 DAVID DE GEA
3 ERIC BAILLY
4 PHIL JONES
5 MARCOS ROJO
6 PAUL POGBA
7 MEMPHIS DEPAY
8 JUAN MATA
9 ZLATAN IBRAHIMOVIC
10 WAYNE ROONEY
11 ANTHONY MARTIAL
12 CHRIS SMALLING
14 JESSE LINGARD
16 MICHAEL CARRICK
17 DALEY BLIND
18 ASHLEY YOUNG
19 MARCUS RASHFORD
20 SERGIO ROMERO
21 ANDER HERRERA
22 HENRIKH MKHITARYAN
23 LUKE SHAW
24 TIMOTHY FOSU-MENSAH
25 ANTONIO VALENCIA
27 MAROUANE FELLAINI
28 MORGAN SCHNEIDERLIN
31 BASTIAN SCHWEINSTEIGER
32 SAM JOHNSTONE
36 MATTEO DARMIAN
38 AXEL TUANZEBE

LIV

ERPOOL FC

MANCHESTER UNITED FC

Anfi eld programme 1710 
REFEREE: ANTHONY TAYLOR

ASSISTANT REFEREES: 
SIMON BENNETT & STEPHEN CHILD 

FOURTH OFFICIAL: 
MARTIN ATKINSON£3
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